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Target Definition & Introduction 
 
In this section, we give a short introduction to this project, including motivation, 

present situation, key actors and role played in this project, methodology and objectives. 
 
 

1. Motivation  
 

There are three main reasons for the project to exist. The first one is to help CCD 
(Centre de Cooperació per al Desenvolupament) in their daily work. The second reason 
is the experimentation with DEX in the development cooperation field. And the last, the 
personal motivation that combines these two previous ones: developing a project useful 
socially and doing some interesting development on graph databases and network 
analysis.  

 
These three aspects are explained below 

 
 

Centre de Cooperació per al Desenvolupament 
 
The main problem of the present situation of CCD is that they are not able to 

take profit from the network created among the projects that are sponsored annually 
and the people that participate in these and other CCD programs. CCD does not 
have a proper application to facilitate some important aspects of their daily work. 
Also, each time CCD is asked for information on projects, people or countries (for 
example), their members have to search on each file manually. And, if the whole 
database needs to be checked, this means several hours searching among text files 
and EXCEL files, which is unmanageable. 

 
Although CCD manages different kinds of files, those that are going to be taken 

into account for this project are those that store a summary of the projects sponsored 
annually by CCD and the different participants.  

 
There have been already several project trying to facilitate the daily work of 

CCD in different aspects, unfortunately none have been successful. And this is why 
this project exists.  

 
So, technically speaking, this project will extract all the available data stored in 

the different files and re-store it in a new database. This database will have a DBMS 
(Database Manager System), so it will be possible to add, modify existing entries 
and remove unneeded ones. Besides that, using this database, a set of queries will be 
optimized, so the members of CCD will be able to retrieve the desired data faster.  

 
Besides the typical queries to retrieve participants of a specific project, this 

database should profit from the existing network of people and sponsored projects to 
create more complex queries.  
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Figure 1: Example of graph: Participants in two different projects 

 
A possible sub-network (based on the original network) could be the one shown 

in Figure 1. In this case, it could show participants involved in two different 
projects. The blue line connects two projects, and the other six nodes are people 
related to both projects. To perform this query using the present database, it would 
have taken hours, with no guarantees of accurate results. 
 

 

Figure 2: Example of graph: Suggest new contacts 

 
The graph shown in Figure 2 could represent the result of performing the 

following query: What new contacts could a persona make, related to a specific 
Technological Area? The red central node represents the given person. All nodes 
directly linked to this central one represent new contacts suggested by the system, 
on that specific Technological Area.  

 
To answer this question with a relational database is basically impossible. But, if 

a good database is developed and network analysis is correctly applied, this question 
could be easily solved. 
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Figure 3: Example of graph: Recommended contacts for new projects 

 
Figure 3 shows the last example of a very difficult query to be answered with the 

present database used by CCD. The graph could return a set of new recommended 
contacts for a new project, which are related with a given set of known contacts. For 
example, there is a group of four contacts, and there is a fifth one needed, the 
database suggests a new one, based on how strong the relationships are among the 
four given ones. This is another query that can not be performed with the present 
database without spending hours and hours searching and comparing all contacts.  

 
 

DEX and the development cooperation 
 
As it can be deduced by the previous examples, the information managed by 

CCD is like a huge network of people, projects, countries, organizations, etc… . So, 
the idea is to apply network analysis on this information. To do so, DEX will be 
used to develop a graph database. Why DEX? Because it is a tool which has been 
developed by a group of the UPC and that has never been applied on the field of 
development cooperation, although some research has been done (Amencual-Morro 
and Franquesa-Griso, 2009).  

 
By using a graph database and applying network analysis, these projects could 

be benefited in several ways. For example, finding the better experts in a 
technological area located in a specific country. Or knowing what kinds of links 
exist among the different people that develop projects sponsored by CCD. 

 
 

Personal Motivation 
 

Finally, there is a personal motivation that also originates this project. And it is 
really a combination of the two previous reasons.  

 
On one hand, there was a personal interested on developing a project socially 

useful, which could help the society in someway, building a better world. And this is 
strongly related to development cooperation. In that way, if this project is useful for 
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CCD’s everyday work, the budget assigned for projects could be more efficiently 
managed. 

 
On the other hand, on the technological aspect, social networks and graphs have 

been a personal discovery in the last years of the career. As research has been done 
on graph databases and network analysis, the interest has been raising.  
 
 
2. Initial situation & Key actors 
 
In this section, the starting point of the project is described. In the first place, a brief 

presentation of the Centre de Cooperació per al Desenvolupament (CCD) is done. 
Afterwards, an introduction on graph databases and particularly on DEX. 

 
 
Centre de Cooperació per al Desenvolupament 

 
The Centre de Cooperació per al Desenvolupament (CCD) of the Universitat 

Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC) is a non-profit organization. Their main objective is 
to promote and support initiatives involving volunteering among the university’s 
community. It also provides support to projects related with developing regions and 
countries and eases the access to scientific, technological and social knowledge to 
stimulate equalitarian, autonomous and sustainable human progress. 

 
To do so, they have different tools. First, there is an annual budget that is given 

to projects which are related to the areas mentioned above. These projects can be 
divided in different areas: projects that want to raise awareness on social issues 
among the society, projects developed by NGO’s and projects among institutions at 
other universities. They receive several applications and decided an assigned budget 
for each of them. Another way on achieving their objectives is trying to raise 
awareness on social issues. To do so, CCD also supports certain courses in the 
university’s program that are related to these areas, spreading their activities and 
helping the coordinators of these courses with information or contacts.  

 
To manage the annual budget used to sponsor the different project, in the last 

years CCD has been using EXCEL files. These files are very simple, with basic 
information on each sponsored project and the assigned budget. Three EXCEL files 
are generated each year (when the budget is distributed). Each of these files 
corresponds to the different areas on which CCD works (raise awareness on social 
issues, projects with NGO’s and projects with institutions at other universities). 

 
Besides these three files per year, two mailing lists are created each year. One of 

them is only formed by the people in charge of the projects approved that year. The 
other mailing list is composed by all the participants of those projects. These 
mailing lists are used to spread activities related with CCD. 

 
With all these files (the three files representing the resolutions of each year and 

the mailing lists), a huge network is created, where organizations, students, teachers, 
participants in a project are connected among each other.  
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Graph databases and DEX 
 
The predominant choice when storing data is the typical relational database. In 

our situation, there would be a “project” table, a “student” table, an “organization” 
table, etc…. . But this would mean that relationships between these different tables 
are “join” operations in a relational database. This kind of operation is very 
expensive in terms of resources and is hard to optimize. 

 
When looking for other options for the database, it has to be taken into account 

that the data is basically organized as a network (as stated at the end of the previous 
section). The nodes are the people, projects and places. The relationships between 
them are “worked on”, “developed in”, “worked at”, etc…. (Butts, 2009). So, why 
not using a graph database (GDB)? This kind of database is specially indicated for 
data that is intuitively organized as a network. This facilitates the abstraction of the 
project as a real network (Barabási, 2009). 

 
Another advantage of GDB is that they are optimized for queries based on 

existing relationships between nodes. So, as most of the queries performed by a 
CCD member will be based on relationships between persons, projects and places, it 
is another good reason for using a GDB. 

 
Besides this optimization, a GDB allows performing certain queries that are very 

expensive on terms of performance or just impossible, in a relational database. 
These queries are based on exploration of the relationships among the data, such as 
paths, neighbourhoods, patterns and definitely, all queries based on entities that are 
interconnected satisfying a given constraint. These queries are possible thanks to 
network analysis, which can not be done using a relational database. 

 
A third characteristic of GDB is its efficiency on storing unstructured data. In a 

classical relational database, unstructured data means that most of the cells will be 
empty (increasing inefficiency when querying). In a GDB, as data is stored in 
independent nodes, these allow to store different information in each of them, not 
augmenting inefficiency significantly. This is especially important when new 
information wants to be stored in an existing database. In a relational database, this 
means creating a new column (a new empty cell for each entry). In a GDB, the new 
information is just added directly in the desired nodes. Still, although this 
characteristic might be, beforehand, not so important, CCD will probably want to 
add new information in the database in the future. 

 
For all of these reasons, this project will use a graph database because it is more 

efficient than a classical relational database, besides being able to return very useful 
additional information to CCD. 

 
Besides the arguments on why using a graph database instead of a relational 

database, there is another important reason. There is a high performance library to 
manage very large graphs or networks called DEX (Marínez-Bazan, 2008), which 
has been developed by the DAMA-UPC group (DAta MAnagement group at the 
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC), part of the Computer Architecture 
Department).  
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This library has been used for several purposes. This same DAMA-UPC group 
has developed a prototype, to show how DEX works, called BIBEX. BIBEX, which 
stands for Bibliographic Exploration Tool, is based on information extracted from 
the DBLP and allows for complex bibliographic search (Gómez-Villamor et al., 
2008). The results of its queries are a combination of graphs and text. 

 
DEX has also been used to detect economical fraud or to analyze the origins of 

cancer. Besides that, this group has collaborated with several public administrations 
and private enterprises on different technologies involving the use of DEX 
(Martínez-Bazan et al., 2006).  

 
 

Information Works 
 
Information Works is a Business Intelligence consultant enterprise. As David 

Franquesa is personally involved in this organization, they have shown a special 
interest in this project. These graph databases could be applied to Data Warehousing 
and Business Intelligence, using the DEX library. That is why IW has been 
supervising and giving professional advice on certain aspects of the project. 

 
As this is also a very interesting field to be developed, a possible future 

collaboration could be established between IW and the DEX development team. 
 
 
3. Methodology 

 
To define the methodology used to develop this project, a high-level view is needed. 

As stated before, what is going to be done is getting all available information in CCD 
and store it in a new and centralized database. So, what is going to be developed is a 
data warehouse.  

 
Knowing that it is a data warehouse development project, its methodology will be 

used (Information Works, 2007), which can be summarized with the diagram of Figure 
4: 
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Figure 4: Data Warehouse Methodology 

 
The reader can notice that even the index of the memo follows this methodology. 

And, as the previous diagram shows, this project has an incremental cycle. This means 
that after each delivery, the same cycle starts again: retrieving the requirements, 
designing, implementation, etc…. .  

 
This is especially useful in this project, as there are strong constraints on time. So, a 

quite large requirement analysis is going to be done, so future requirements are taken 
into account. Afterwards, the design and implementation are going to be quite basic, but 
at least, the core system will be established so future development can be done. 

 
This is why the planning will have quite a long time dedicated to retrieving the user 

requirement. This step includes meetings with CCD team (the future users of the 
system), which helps understanding the initial situation and how the software could help 
them on their daily work. Once the requirement analysis is done, it has to be checked by 
CCD, to verify that everything was well understood. 

 
Having a complete requirement analysis, the design phase is centred on creating a 

basic system that does not limit the future development of the application. In the 
meanwhile, the Front End has to be designed using screenshots. 

 
During the implementation phase, prototypes will have to be shown to CCD, so they 

can see the progress and suggests changes. Once the basic implementation is done, the 
start-up process begins, which will include developing documentation, installing the 
final software and training the future users. 

 
The project ends with a final presentation and turning in a final memo, which 

includes all developed documentation, and the software itself. 
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Based on this methodology, an initial planning was done, to organize the work. As 
the project went on, the planning slightly changed. Both the initial and final planning 
can be found in the “Planning” section. 

 
 
4. Objectives 
 
In these two subsections, the objectives are specified. First, the main objective is 

stated. Afterwards, this main objective is broken down in different specific objectives.  
 
 
Main Objective 

 
CCD needs a tool to manage the database of projects that it sponsors. To do so, a 

database based on DEX will be developed, along with a graphical interface to 
manage and query this database. 

 
 

Specific Objectives 
 
In this subsection, a list of the specific objectives of the project is detailed. 

These specific objectives are the result of decomposing the main objective. 
 
1. Improve CCD’s daily work, bringing together all data and offering a tool that 

is able to return the desired information and giving support on decision-
making. 

2. Develop this new system using a graph database (including the DBMS), 
allowing efficient querying and adding new useful queries that were not 
available before. To do so, DEX will be used 

3. Implementing a graphical user interface (GUI) so the database is managed 
easily by CCD members. 

4. As a general objective, understand and apply Network Analysis efficiently, 
specially on a very useful area, such as development aid. 
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Analysis 
 
This section specifies which are the requirements set by CCD when implementing 

the new system. The first section details the methodology used to obtain these 
requirements. 

 
The second section explains how CCD worked before implementing the system, 

while the next section specifies the requirements of the system being implemented.  
 
Besides that, the last subsection comments some future requirements that will not be 

implemented in this project, but that have to be taken into account, so that future 
development is not limited by a restrictive design. 
 
 

1. Methodology 
 
When defining the requirements of the new system, a certain methodology was 

needed (Giorgini, Rizzi and Garzetti, 2005). As this is a data warehouse project, two 
main parts can be clearly distinguished.  

 
First, there is a first stage that tries to specify the main objective of the project, to 

keep focused on that, and how it is going to be achieved.  
 
And a second stage that, knowing what is wanted and how it is wanted, explains the 

organization and structure of the present system. 
 
 

Meetings 
 

To be able to define this main objective, extract all requirements for the future 
system and define the present system, several meetings have been set. There has 
been, in this stage, multiple meetings with CCD and a meeting with the 
development team of DEX. 

 
The first meeting with CCD was just to define the main objective of the project 

and to get a global point of view of the system, so the student could get familiar 
with their different tasks. 

 
The second meeting was already about defining the requirements of the future 

system. This included the desired queries, the aspect and functionalities of the GUI, 
and what data would be needed. 

 
The last meeting focused on getting in-depth information of CCD. The first part 

consisted in explaining the present system: available information, how CCD 
worked, etc…. The second part of the meeting focused on the future: desirable 
functionalities, areas where CCD would like to improve or start new activities, etc... 

 
The DEX meeting had as objective to get a general view of this technology and 

its state-of-the-art. As DEX was going to be used to develop the database of this 
new data warehouse, a first contact with this technology was encouraged. Other 
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meetings where celebrated in the designing phase to receive support from the 
development team. 

 
All this meeting process had to be as fast and effective as possible, so CCD kept 

motivated during the whole process. There was also an important limitation on time 
because the project had to be done by January or February 2010. So, the faster and 
in-depth the analysis is done, more flexible and developed the system will be. 
 
 
Document structure 
 

After applying the methodology described above, all the extracted information 
had to be formalized somehow in this document. To do so, the final structure of the 
document tries to organize the information as logical as possible for the reader.  

 
The document will start explaining CCD’s organization and, afterwards, it will 

define the future system’s requirements. 
 
The main objective has already been explained in the “Target Definition & 

Introduction” section: implement a system to help manage the annual budget that 
CCD assigns to external projects. To develop this system, a graph database 
technology called DEX will be used.  

 
The section “Source System Analysis” explains the present system of CCD, 

scoping afterwards on the available data. The last section, “Requirement Analysis”, 
specifies what are the needs of CCD for the future system. This last section also 
includes future desirable requirements to be taken into account when designing and 
implementing the system.   

 
A very important last step in this process will be to check with CCD if this 

document has any errors.  
 
 

2. Source System Analysis: 
 
When specifying the source system, there are two main parts: the first one explains 

the general system and the second part focuses on the data managed by this system.  
 
 
System 
 

Although a general idea of CCD was given in the “Target Definition & 
Introduction” section, a more formal explanation will be developed in this section. 

 
 
Budget management 

 
The main activity at CCD is managing an annual budget assigned to 

external projects. These external projects are proposed by people that belong to 
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the UPC. These can be students (regular students, master students or doctorate 
students), teachers (known as PDI) or other workers (known as PAS).  

 
By the end of February, an official announcement is published, letting 

know everybody that the period for applying for the sponsorship of a project has 
begun. This period lasts for around a month, and the people interested have to 
fill an application form. If there is an error when filling in the application form, 
CCD contacts the applicant, so a new application form can be re-submitted. 

 
There are three different kinds of projects that can be proposed: those 

which are developed by NGOs, those which want to raise attention on some 
social issue at the university, and finally those that have as counterparts a 
university or educational institution. 

 
When CCD has all application forms correctly filled, a special committee 

decides which projects get sponsored. Once the decision is taken, CCD creates 
three different files (for each kind of project) and saves as small summary of the 
sponsored projects. Still, the criteria used to decide whether a project gets 
sponsored or not is decided by a CCD board, and it is out of the project’s scope. 

 
The final decision is published around the 15th of March, so the people 

responsible for each project have to accept the sponsorship around the 15th of 
June. The definitive approval by CCD is notified through an official letter sent to 
the person in charge, announcing that the project will be finally sponsored.  

 
Once received the confirmation letter, the project is developed and, by 

the end of the year (around December), the responsible has to turn in a memo on 
the project, and a brief poster explaining how the project went. These posters are 
used at the beginning of the next year in an exhibition organized by CCD, to 
promote their work at the UPC. 

 
This process has been done during the past thirteen years. Of all the 

documentation generated in all this process, only the summaries of the 
sponsored project are saved. Application forms are only saved on paper, and 
some memos and posters are saved electronically. 

 
Besides that, in the past two years, mailing lists have been created based 

on the people in charge of the projects, and the people participating in these. 
These mailing lists contain basic information to contact these people, like phone 
numbers and emails.  

 
All of these files (project summaries and mailing lists) are very useful for 

several reasons.  
 
On one hand, a project is easily tracked, knowing if it has been finally 

executed, what budget has been used, etc… . This is important, for example, 
when deciding if a project is sponsored or not. If a person responsible for a past 
project has not complied with the requirements set by CCD (has not turned in 
the final memo, for example), a new project with the same responsible will not 
be sponsored.  
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On the other hand, it also helps showing the relationships that CCD has 

with other organizations, students and teachers. If an institution in a developing 
country is needed to launch a sponsored project, CCD can search in this database 
to find several candidates (checking projects developed in this specific country, 
for example). 

 
 

Other activities 
 

Although the main activity (and the most important aspect for this 
system) is managing the annual budget assigned for external projects, CCD 
develops other functions in the university. 

 
Basically, the other task consists in promoting projects and activities that 

raise attention on social issues. These include organizing conferences, promoting 
courses that have social themes and, through mailing lists, giving information 
related to the field of development cooperation. 

 
Each year, all their activity is summarized in an annual memo. This 

memo includes all projects sponsored and all activities organized or promoted by 
CCD. The software being developed should also facilitate the elaboration of this 
annual report. 

 
 

Original Data 
 

Although the data managed by CCD has been briefly introduced previously, a 
summary will be offered in this section.  
 

Because there is plenty of information managed by CCD, only the formalized 
one, and specially the one that concerns our system (files with sponsored projects 
and mailing lists) are included in this analysis. 
 
 

Project Files 
 

There are three files per year, one for each kind of sponsored project. 
From the 1996 until the 1999, an initial format was used. First, the three kinds of 
projects where: course, project or trip. The first had formational purposes, the 
second one was developed at another country and the third one, were trips paid 
for specific organizations.  

 
The fields that contain each file are: 

1. Courses: Year of the project, Code of the project, Name of the 
person in charge, Department and Centre that developed the 
project, Title of the project, Localization and Country where it 
was developed and Amount of money given. 

2. Projects: Year of the project, Code of the project, Last Name and 
Name of the person in charge, Department and Centre that 
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developed the project, Classification of the person (student, 
teacher, worker), Title of the project, Localization and Country 
where it was developed and Amount of money given. 

3. Trips: Year of the project, Code of the project, Last Name and 
Name of the person in charge, Department and Centre that 
developed the project, City, Country and Institution where it was 
developed and Amount of money given. 

 
But the format of these files changed from 2000 to beyond. In the future 

years, the following classification was established: project developed by NGOs, 
projects that had as objective to raise awareness on social issues, and projects 
that had formational purposes with a specific university. 

 
The fields that contain each file are: 

1. NGOs: Year of the project, Code of the project, Name and Last 
Name of the person in charge, Department and Centre that 
developed the project, Classification of the person (student, 
teacher, worker), Title of the project, Counterpart at the 
developing country, Localization and Country where it was 
developed and Amount of money given. 

2. Social Issues: Year of the project, Code of the project, Name and 
Last Name of the person in charge, Unit and Centre that 
developed the project, Classification of the person (student, 
teacher, worker), Tipus (kind of project, either developmental 
education or sensitization), Title of the project, Localization 
where it was developed and Amount of money given. 

3. Universities: Year of the project, Code of the project, Name and 
Last Name of the person in charge, Department and Centre that 
developed the project, C, Title of the project, Educational 
Institution that acted as counterpart, Localization and Country 
where it was developed and Amount of money given. 

 
Fortunately, all these files will have a unified format thanks to the hard 

work of CCD. This unified format is specified in the “Requirement Analysis” 
section. 

 
 

Mailing Lists 
 

There are only two files of this type, containing the personal information 
of the people in charge and the participants of the projects of the last two years.  

 
The original files have two sheets. The first one contains the data of the 

people in charge of each project. The second sheet contains the information of 
the participants of those projects. 

 
Each sheet has a column for the code that identifies a project in a given 

year, the name and the first and second last name of the person, the type of 
person (student, teacher or university worker). The last two columns correspond 
to the email and the phone number. 
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But there is some data missing or with a different format so these files 

will also be unified with a common format that is specified in the “Requirement 
Analysis” section. This task will also be done by CCD. 

 
 

Application forms and project memos 
 

These files will be roughly described, as the system being developed will 
not manage them in this concrete implementation. Still, they are taken into 
account to understand how they affect to the process and how the future 
development of the system could be. 

 
The application forms, although different for each kind of project, have 

basically the following fields: 
1. Person in charge: 

a. Name and Last Name 
b. Student, Teacher or University worker 
c. Basic information 
d. Contact information 

2. Project: 
a. Title 
b. Counterpart 
c. Localization 
d. Total budget 
e. Budget requested to CCD 

3. Participants: 
a. Name and Last Name 
b. Student, Teacher or University worker 

4. Counterpart: 
a. Basic information 
b. Contact information 

5. Project detailed: 
a. Activities 
b. Dates 
c. Objectives 

6. Detailed budget 
 

From all this saved information of each project, an interesting section to 
be added to the system is the contact information of each counterpart. This basic 
data related with a counterpart is very useful to establish links between CCD and 
other entities.  

 
Even though this is not a requirement for the system being developed, it 

would be desirable as a future feature.  
 
The information that could be saved from each counterpart could be: 

Name of the counterpart, Postal Address, Phone number and Email. 
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On the other side, the project’s memos have a more irregular structure, 
but detail how the project was developed, results, objectives accomplished, bills 
to justify the requested budget, etc…. .  

 
Both types of files have a paper-copy kept at CCD. Besides that, some of 

them have the original copy saved in a computer, in a DOC, PDF or SXW 
format. Particularly, the application forms of the last three years are all saved 
electronically by CCD. 

 
 

Confirmation letter 
 

These letters are sent to the person in charge, when the project has been 
officially approved to be sponsored.  

 
All letters from each year are saved together as a single file. Yet, these 

files do not contain additional information and will not be taken into account in 
the system being developed. 

 
Still, these files are commented in this document because a future feature 

could be developed, so these letters are automatically generated by the system. 
 
 

Annual Memo 
 

These files are generated by CCD each year, as a summary of all the 
work done. This document does not generate additional information, but a future 
functionality could be a feature that generates the basic structure of a memo. 
Besides that, the application could fill this structure with all available data stored 
in the system. 

 
Regarding the existing memos, all of them are saved as paper-copies. 

Besides that, all memos since 1998 are downloadable at the website of CCD, 
thus available as PDF. 

 
 

Final Data 
 
In this section, the data which is going to be provided by CCD to supply the 

Core Data Warehouse is specified. This data is facilitated with a previously-agreed 
format, so it has a common structure. This is basic to allow a correct loading of the 
data into the system 

 
CCD will provide us with a set of files that contain all needed data. These new 

files are generated based on the old files managed by CCD. These three kinds of 
files will be described in the following subsections. 
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Project files 
 
There are three different kinds of projects being managed annually by 

CCD, so three different files generated annually. But, thanks to this specification 
process, all three files will have the same format. 

 
The final common format for all project files will have the following 

specification: 
1. The first line of the EXCEL table will always corresponds to the 

title of the column, so it will be ignored in the extraction process.  
2. The first column corresponds to the year when the project was 

developed. This data is stored as a four-figure integer and was 
added so a project could be identified with the first two columns 
of each file. 

3. The second column stores the code of the project. This code has 
the following format: a character identifying the type of project 
(O/S/U/P/V/C), followed by a three-figure integer. Combined 
with the year stored in the first column, these form a unique 
identification for each project. 

4. The third, fourth and fifth column stores the name, first surname 
and second surname. Originally, both surnames were together, 
but were split to be able to develop a more versatile system. Still, 
because of this splitting, the second surname might not appear 
because it is unknown, so this field is optional. 

5. The next column stores what kind of link exists between this 
person and the university. The accepted  values are: 

a. e: student 
b. ed: doctoring student 
c. emu: university’s master student 
d. pdi: research teacher 
e. pas: personnel of administration and services 

6. “Centre”, “Dept” and “Unitat” establishes where this person 
works. All of these three columns are filled optionally 

7. A new field added to the original files is “Clasificació Projecte”. 
This column specifies what type of project is being developed, 
based in the main categories of technologies. It is an optional 
value, and it can also have several values, separated by commas. 
This field accepts the following values: 

a. 110: Education, training, capacitating 
b. 120: Health and medicine 
c. 140: Water, plumbing, waste management 
d. 160: Architecture, buildings, urbanism, urban services 
e. 220: Information and Communications Technologies, 

radio, press 
f. 230: Energy 
g. 311: Agriculture and rural development 
h. 321: Small industry, business development 
i. 322: Mining 
j. 410: Environmental protection, biodiversity 
k. 99820: Developmental education, social awareness 
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l. 0: Other 
8. The next field stores the title of the project, which should be very 

descriptive, as a string of character. 
9. The field “Contrapart” has a string of characters specifying the 

counterpart of the project. Besides being an optional field, there 
can be several different counterparts, which are separated by 
commas. 

10. The next two columns specify the location and country where the 
project is developed. Both are stored as strings of characters, are 
optional and can be multiple, separated by commas. In case a 
field is empty, it will be filled with an “Undefined” text. To be 
able to establish a relationship among Localizations and 
Countries, a relationship 1:1 was mandatory, so each Localization 
only belongs to one Country. Still, the field Localization could be 
multivalued, but only one Country, establishing that all of those 
Localizations belong to the same Country. 

11. “Aprovat” stores how much money CCD is planning to give to 
the project. It is an integer value, decimal values specified by a 
comma and the thousands with a period. It assumes all values are 
in euros. 

12. The field “Observacions” specifies additional information 
regarding the project’s budget, so it is optional. These are the 
accepted values: 

a. R: aborted project 
b. NA: non-accepted project 
c. M: project modified 

13. The next two columns can optionally store a link to where the 
application form or the final memo is stored. This is additional 
information that was not linked in the ancient system and is very 
useful for CCD 

14. The last field is just a new tag column: stores different strings of 
characters, separated by commas, which describe the project and 
gives additional information.  

15. And, of course, all project files are saved as a 97-2003-EXCEL 
format.  

 
The following table works as a wrap-up of the final format of the project 

files 
 
Any Codi Nom Cognoms 1 Cognoms 2 Vincle UPC Centre Dept 

 
Unitat Clasificació Títol Contrapart Localització País Aprovat 

 
Observacions Sol.licituds Informes 

 
 

Mailing lists 
 
This data, which is used to create mailing lists used by CCD, forms a 

network of people that are linked to projects sponsored by this department. 
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Unfortunately, only the last three years are documented, so this is all the 
available information. 

 
It is formed by the people that are responsible for each project, plus the 

different participants (in case there were). The format of the file turned in by 
CCD is the following: 

1. As always, the first row of the table describes the content of each 
column, so it will be ignored when extracting the data of these 
files. 

2. The six columns at the beginning of the table are exactly the same 
format as the project files: the first two columns store the year 
and the code of the project that is linked to this person. The third, 
fourth and fifth column stores the name, first surname and second 
surname (which is optional) as strings of characters. The sixth 
field stores the relationship that this person has with the 
university, using the same codes as the project files. 

3. The next column is different. It saves the role played by this 
person in the project. It allows the following values 

a. r: person in charge of the project. There has to be one per 
project. 

b. p: participant of the project 
4. The penultimate column stores the email of this person as a string 

of characters and it is optional 
5. The last field stores the person’s phone number as a nine-figure 

integer. This field is also optional. 
  
The following table works as a wrap-up of the final format of the mailing 

lists files: 
 

Any Codi Nom Cognoms 1 Cognoms 2 Vincle UPC Rol Email Telèfon 
 

 
The format on which the different columns are stored is not important. 

As the data will be exported to a CSV file, the format will be lost, so everything 
will be a string of characters.  

 
 

Glossary 
 
The third kind of file is just a single file which stores a glossary, where 

the abbreviations which are used in the other files are explained. This is a unique 
glossary, which explains all abbreviations used in the past 13 years. 

 
 
3. Requirements Analysis: 
 
This section focuses on the requirements of the system to be developed and will be 

divided in different subsections. 
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The first subsection describes what are the functionalities requested by CCD and 
how the development will be done. 

 
After defining the general features, a specific subsection is dedicated to specify the 

queries that will be implemented.  
 
Afterwards, the front end is defined, inspired by the BIBEX prototype.  

 
 

Functionalities 
 

To explain the different functionalities requested by CCD, these will be divided 
in two groups: database management and database interaction.  

 
And these two groups correspond to the two generic types of users that will use 

the system. A first one with administrative permissions to manage the database (add 
and edit data and users) and a second one, that can just visualize data and perform 
queries.  

 
To explain the two different groups of functionalities, this section has been 

divided in three subsections clearly delimited: In the first subsection, some general 
aspects of the functionalities are commented. The other two subsections describe in 
detail the functionalities related with database management and database interaction, 
respectively. 
 
 

General Aspects 
 

An important aspect to be taken into account is that probably some of the 
functionalities will not be implemented. Due to the strong limitation on time, 
functionalities of each group have been subdivided in releases, so some have 
priorities over others. These releases will work as milestones, as the 
development of the project will be done following an incremental methodology. 
 
 
Database Management 

 
In the database management area, functionalities include adding, editing 

and removing data from the database and user management. These features will 
only be available for the administrator of the system. The use case of Figure 5 
describes graphically the main requirements assigned to the administrator. 
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Figure 5: Admininistrator Use Case  

 
The two main requirements in the first sub-area of database management 

are being able to add new data in future years, and also being able to edit 
existing data directly through the GUI.  

 
When loading new data into the database in future years, the same tool 

will be used as the one used to load past data (when populating the initial 
database). Still, the GUI will facilitate this task to be more intuitive. It has to be 
taken into account that the data from future years will have the same format as 
past years. 

 
Although editing existing data directly using the GUI (and not having to 

edit manually the database) is elementary, it is a delicate issue, given the nature 
of a graph database and its structure. 

 
The last functionality, the user management field, just requires that the 

administrator must have the ability to add, edit and remove existing users. This 
is very useful if new administrators want to be created or regular users want to 
be identified individually. 
 
 
Database Interaction 
 

In the area of database interaction, functionalities are also divided in 
different releases, to prioritize certain implementations.  

 
These functionalities are shown graphically thanks to the use case 

diagram of Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: User Use Case  

 
These features can be divided in a basic set (visualizing the content of the 

database and performing a basic set of queries) and a set of advanced features. 
 
In one hand, the basic GUI, that allows visualizing the data that the 

database contains. This includes showing a network, being able to select a node, 
showing the information related to that node, statistics of the network, etc… .  

 
This first group also includes an important feature: performing some 

basic queries for CCD. Without these queries, the system would be useless. 
These basic queries will be formally specified in a later section.  

 
On the other hand, more advance features have to be implemented, but it 

will be done in later releases. One feature that will go out in the second release 
will allow editing the view of the graph. Because there are many relationships 
that can be shown among the different nodes, these edges will be shown or not, 
depending on the options activated by the user.  

 
There are, afterwards, a couple of tools that will be also developed in 

later releases. First, a tool that will allow exporting certain fields of a result to an 
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EXCEL file. This will be done based on the network being shown in the central 
part of the GUI, so the user selects what information wants to export, and an 
EXCEL file with that information will be automatically generated. This feature 
will be developed in the second release. 

 
And a second tool, that allows printing the network that is being shown 

in the central part of the GUI, so the result can be saved on paper. This is left for 
a third release, because there is always the option to manually create a screen 
shot and print it. 

 
After having implemented all these additional functionalities, more 

queries can be implemented, based on the already-implemented ones. Besides 
that, the implementation of sub queries, given a previous result, would be very 
useful for CCD.  

 
All queries (basic ones and extra ones) will be defined in the following 

Querying section. To implement these queries, there are a set of operations 
already developed by the DEX library that facilitates these algorithms. 

 
 
Querying 

 
What are the queries that CCD wants to perform? As there are plenty of possible 

queries, CCD was asked to give a list of desired queries, sorted by priority. Besides 
that, when asking for these queries, CCD had to supply the desired input and output 
data. This was done to facilitate the specification process. 
 

In the first place, some general aspects of the desired queries are explained. 
Later, a list of requested queries is explained, including the input and output data. 
The list of queries is divided in two groups: the basic and the extra ones.  

 
This is done because there is a strong constraint on time, so the additional 

features have to have some priority over some not-so-important queries. In case 
there is not enough time to implement all extra queries, the documentation will 
already be developed.  
 

 
General aspects 

 
In the first place, it is very important to take into account that all this 

system is run over a graph database, so queries are based on a network of nodes. 
Although the structure of this network will be defined in the Design phase, when 
specifying the queries, it has to be kept in mind that the result of a query is a 
network. 

 
Apart from that, CCD requested that all queries had some options always 

available that would be very useful for them. 
 
First, all queries had to be able to limit their search range by an upper-

year and a lower-year. Doing so, they could specify what projects would be 
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queried. This is interesting when, for example, looking for an “active” student 
that has been in charge of a project sponsored by CCD. The results that show 
students that developed a CCD-sponsored project ten years ago are not useful: 
CCDs is looking for a student that is still studying. Limiting the range to the past 
five years would eliminate those useless results. 

 
Secondly, all queries had to accept a wildcard. Doing so, if CCD wants 

all data to be shown, they just have to perform a query giving the wildcard as 
input. 

 
A third aspect that has to be taken into account for all queries is some 

data that CCD wants to have always available. This data could be called 
“statistical data”, because it is general information based on the results returned 
by a query. The data that wants to be shown is: 

1. Number of returned items  
2. Show particular results have greater coincidence than 20% of the 

total results: 
a. Most popular responsible 
b. Most popular country 
c. Most popular location 

3. Oldest and newest project (based on the year the sponsorship 
given by CCD 

4. Total budget given to the results 
 

The following two subsections show the basic and extra queries. All 
queries are specified as following: 

1. Input data:  field used to filter the total data 
2. Output data:  basic information shown as result 
3. Relationship: what relationship will be shown by default among 

the different results 
4. Detailed information: when clicking on a specific entry returned 

as result, what information will be shown 
 

There is an aspect on visualization that has to be taken into account. 
When a graph is shown, some relationships among nodes can be indicated with 
edges. If there are a lot of relationships between two nodes, the graph might be 
un-interpretable. And, until the second release, it is not envisaged to be able to 
change the visualization of a graph (activate/deactivate what edges are shown). 
Then, initially, only some basic relationships will be shown. In the second 
release, when the user can choose which relationships are shown in the graph, all 
relationships will be offered.  

 
The basic relationships initially shown for every graph is listed below. 

Besides that, when clicking on a relationship, the information shown is specified 
in parenthesis: 

1. Projects with the same person in charge (contact info) 
2. Projects developed in the same country (name of the country) 
3. Projects with the same counterpart (name of the counterpart) 
4. People at the same centre, department or structural unit (name of 

that centre, department or structural unit) 
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5. People that have collaborated in projects in the same country 
(name of the country) 

 
These basic relationships are only taken into account for the first release. 

In the second release, the option to select which relationships are shown will be 
available, so all possible relationships will be offered. 

 
All relationships offered (only available when the visualization will be 

editable) are listed below. When clicking on these relationships (edges), the 
information shown is indicated in parenthesis: 

1. Projects with the same person in charge (contact info) 
2. Projects with common participants (list of common participants) 
3. Projects developed in the same country (name of the country) 
4. Projects developed in the same localization (name of the 

localization) 
5. Projects with the same technological area (name of the 

technological area) 
6. Projects with the same counterpart (name of the counterpart) 
7. Projects with the same centre, department or structural unit (name 

of that centre, department or structural unit) 
8. People at the same centre, department or structural unit (name of 

that centre, department or structural unit) 
9. People that have collaborated in projects in the same country  

(name of the country) 
10. People that have collaborated in projects in the same localization 

(name of the localization) 
11. People that have collaborated in projects with the same 

technological area (name of the technological area) 
12. People that have collaborated in projects with the same 

counterpart (name of the counterpart) 
 

Besides this schema, a graph will be included will each query, so they are 
better understood. Inside each subsection, the list represents the desired queries, 
sorted by priorities (first the most important ones).  

 
 

Basic Queries 
 
There are only two basic queries that have to be implemented in the first 

release. The first one is a basic query needed by CCD. The second one uses NA, 
to show how this technology can provide very practical information that was 
very hard to extract using the ancient system. 

 
The first query, which shows all project that were developed in the same 

country also shows, as already said, all basic relationships among the resulting 
nodes. The structure of this query is the following: 

1. Input: Country 
2. Output:  

a. Year-code 
b. Localization of the project 
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3. Relationships: all the basic ones 
4. Detailed Information when clicking on a project: 

a. Title of the project 
b. Name, first surname and second surname (if available) of 

the person responsible of the project 
c. Link with the university 
d. Centre, department or structural unit at the university (if 

any) 
e. Other countries in the project (if any) 
f. Counterparts (if any) 
g. Amount of money given by CCD 
h. Observations regarding the amount of money given by 

CCD (if any) 
i. Technological areas of the project (if any) 
j. Name, first surname and second surname of the 

participants of the project (if any) 
 

A possible result for this query, given the text “Argentina”, could be the 
following graph: 

 

 

Figure 7: Example First Query 

 
The graph of Figure 7 shows all projects that were developed in 

Argentina, and also shows which projects have a common participant or person 
in charge or the same counterpart. These edges correspond to some of the basic 
relationships that are shown by default, before having the “Edit Visualization” 
feature developed. 

 
The second query gets as input, a person and a technological area. The 

output of the query will be a group of nodes that represent people. These people 
are participants or person in charge of projects related to that technological area, 
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but not related to the person given as input. This means that the system will 
suggest unknown people of a given person, related to a given technological area. 

 
The details are as follows: 

1. Input: 
a. Name, first surname and second surname (if available) of 

the person 
b. Technological Area 

2. Output: People that have developed a project in that technological 
area, but have not worked with the person given as input. 

3. Relationships: all the basic ones 
4. Detailed Information when clicking on a person: 

i. Name, first surname and second surname (if available) o 
ii.  Link with the university 
iii.  Email of the person (if any) 
iv. Phone number of the person (if any)  

 
A possible output for this query could be the following graph, having as 

input, the person “Miquel Vidal” and as technological area, “Salud Medicina”. 
 

 

Figure 8: Example Second Query 

 
The graph of Figure 8 shows people that have developed projects in the 

technological area “Salud Medicina” and are not directly related with the person 
“Miquel Vidal”.  

 
The two above-described queries represent the basic implementation on 

queries. The following subsection details other queries that would be very useful 
for CCD. 
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Extra Queries 
 
These extra queries will be implemented in the third release, after having 

developed other functionalities that are more important for CCD. Although all 
relationships will have the option to be shown, there will be a relationship shown 
by default on each query. Afterwards, if the user wants to show more 
relationships among the nodes, this feature will be already developed (since the 
second release).  

 
In any case, the order of these queries represents the priorities for CCD. 
 
The first extra query to be implemented is the one that has a Structural 

Unit as input and returns all the people related with that unit. The structure of the 
query is the following: 

1. Input: Centre, department or structural unit at the university 
2. Output:  

a. Name, first surname and second surname (if available) of 
the person. 

b. Link with the university 
3. Default Relationship: People that have worked in the same 

country 
4. Detailed Information when clicking on a person 

a. Email of the person responsible of the project (if any) 
b. Phone number of person responsible of the project (if any)  
c. Centre, department or structural unit at the university (if 

any) 
d. Developed projects, sorted by year. When clicking on 

these projects, show 
i. Year-code 

ii.  Title of the Project 
iii.  Country (Localization) (if any) 
iv. Amount of money given by CCD 
v. Observations regarding the amount of money 

given by CCD (if any) 
vi. Counterparts (if any) 

 
A possible result for a query run with the input “ETSAB” could be the 

following graph: 
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Figure 9: Example Third Query 

 
The graph of Figure 9 shows all people that belong to the ETSAB unit. 

The basic information is directly shown in the nodes: Name, lasts names and 
link with the university. Besides that, all the people that have developed a 
project (as participant or person in charge) in the same country are linked.  

 
The next query uses the technological area of a project as input, and 

returns all projects that have that technological area assigned. The structure is 
the following: 

1. Input: Technological areas 
2. Output:  

a. Year-code 
b. Country of the project 

3. Default Relationship: Projects in the same country 
4. Detailed Information when clicking on a project 

a. Title of the project 
b. Name, first surname and second surname (if available) of 

the person responsible of the project 
c. Link with the university 
d. Centre, department or structural unit at the university (if 

any) 
e. Localization of the project 
f. Counterparts (if any) 
g. Other technological areas of the project (if any) 
h. Amount of money given by CCD 
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i. Observations regarding the amount of money given by 
CCD (if any) 

j. Name, first surname and second surname of the 
participants of the project (if any) 

 
A possible resulting graph could be the following 
 

 

Figure 10: Example Forth Query 

 
The graph of Figure 10 shows all projects that have “Salud Medicina” as 

technological area. Basic information is shown of each project, but clicking on 
each node shows all available related information. Besides that, in this concrete 
example, there are two projects that share the same country. 

 
The next query uses as input, a name of a person in charge or a 

participant. When running the query, it will return all the projects in which he or 
she has participated or coordinated.  

 
The structure of the query would be the following: 

1. Input: Name, first surname and second surname (if available) of 
the person: 

a. If several different results, show the different people in 
independent graphs 

2. Output: 
a. Year-code 
b. Country of the project 

3. Default Relationship: Projects in the same country 
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4. Detailed Information: 
a. When clicking on the name of a person: 

i. Email of the person (if any) 
ii.  Phone number of the person (if any)  
iii.  Link with the university 
iv. Centre, department or structural unit at the 

university (if any) 
b. When clicking on a project: 

i. Type of collaboration (either person in charge or 
participant) 

ii.  Title of the project 
iii.  Name, first surname and second surname (if 

available) of the person in charge of the project 
iv. Link with the university 
v. Centre, department or structural unit at the 

university (if any) 
vi. Localization of the project 

vii.  Counterparts (if any) 
viii.  Amount of money given by CCD 
ix. Observations regarding the amount of money 

given by CCD (if any) 
x. Technological areas of the project (if any) 

xi. Name, first surname and second surname of the 
participants of the project (if any) 

 
A possible output for this query could be the following graph: 

 

 
 

Figure 11: Example Fifth Query 
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The graph of Figure 11 shows all projects which have as person in charge 

or participant, a person called “Anna”. Basic information is shown of each 
project, but clicking on each node shows all available information related to that 
particular project. If the node of a person in clicked, contact information is 
shown.  

 
The following query is similar to the one before, but using as input, a 

counterpart. This query returns all projects that have this counterpart and show 
all those project that have the same structural unit. 

 
The structure of this query is the following: 

1. Input: Counterpart 
2. Output: 

a. Year-code 
b. Country of the project 

3. Default Relationship: Projects with the same centre, department 
or structural unit 

4. Detailed Information: 
a. When clicking on the counterpart: 

i. Show the contact info if available 
b. When clicking on a project: 

i. Title of the project 
ii.  Name, first surname and second surname (if 

available) of the person in charge of the project 
iii.  Link with the university 
iv. Centre, department or structural unit at the 

university (if any) 
v. Localization of the project 

vi. Other counterparts in the project (if any) 
vii.  Technological areas of the project (if any) 
viii.  Amount of money given by CCD 
ix. Observations regarding the amount of money 

given by CCD (if any) 
x. Name, first surname and second surname of the 

participants of the project (if any) 
c. When clicking on a relationship between projects: 

i. Centre, department or structural unit in common 
 

A possible output for this query could be the following graph: 
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Figure 12: Example Sixth Query 

 
The graph of Figure 12 shows all projects that have as counterpart 

“MSF” and link those projects that have the same structural unit (in this case, 
DEAB).  

 
The last query accepts no matter what text, and searches in the whole 

database for that string of characters. The structure of the query is the following: 
1. Input: Keyword 
2. Output: Complete string of characters of the field 
3. Default Relationship: none 
4. Detailed Information: 

a. If it is a person-related field: 
i. Name, first surname and second surname (if 

available) of the person 
ii.  Link with the university 
iii.  Email of the person (if any) 
iv. Phone number of the person (if any)  

b. If it is a project-related field: 
i. Year-code  

ii.  Title of the project 
iii.  Country of the project 
iv. Name, first surname and second surname (if 

available) of the person responsible of the project 
v. Link with the university 

vi. Centre, department or structural unit at the 
university (if any) 
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vii.  Localization of the project 
viii.  Counterparts (if any) 
ix. Technological areas of the project (if any) 
x. Amount of money given by CCD 

xi. Observations regarding the amount of money 
given by CCD (if any) 

xii. Name, first surname and second surname of the 
participants of the project (if any) 

 
A possible output for this query could be the following graph: 

 

 

Figure 13: Example Seventh Query 

 
The graph of Figure 13 shows the result of performing the query using as 

input the string of characters “aula”. It could hypothetically return two projects 
that have as title, the word “aula” in it, and a counterpart that has, as name, 
“aula” in it.  

 
 

Front End 
 

The front end will have to facilitate the database management and its use. To do 
so, a GUI will be developed, so these tasks can be easily and intuitively performed.  

 
An important note to be taken into account is that the whole GUI will be in 

Spanish, as all CCD users have shown this desire. Still, the rest of documentation 
(apart from the User and Administrator Manual) is written in English, to facilitate 
reusability and future development internationally.  
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This section will be subdivided in two parts: first, an introduction to the front 

end that will be used; secondly, a specification of the functionalities that this front 
end will have to provide. 

 
 

Introduction to BIBEX 
 
A front end is needed to facilitate the interaction between the user and the 

database. And there is already a developed prototype to visualize graph 
databases, particularly DEX-developed databases. It is called BIBEX, and it is a 
web-based GUI developed with AJAX. 

 
Figure 14 shows the basic GUI of BIBEX: 
 

 

Figure 14: Basic structure of BIBEX 

 
  The basic structure of BIBEX is the following: 

1. The left part, where the queries are managed.  
a. In the top part, the set of available queries are shown. 

When clicking on one, the input can be written and the 
query run. 

b. In the bottom part, a history of performed searches is 
shown. When clicking on one already-performed search, 
the result is shown without performing a new query 

2. The central part, where the results of the queries are shown. 
a. These results are shown as a network of nodes, showing 

the relationship among them. 
b. If there are several resulting graphs, the toolbar at the top 

allows visualizing the different graphs. 
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c. This toolbar also allows zooming in and out, fitting the 
view to the graph, centralizing the view to a particular 
node, etc…. 

3. The right part shows detailed information of the results 
a. When clicking on a node (a person): 

i. The top part shows detailed information of the 
person. 

ii.  The central part shows information of the links 
established with the node (papers written by that 
person) 

iii.  The bottom part shows some statistics based on 
that person: number of written papers, ratio of the 
total papers written and linked people 

b. When clicking on a relationship (papers written) 
i. The top part shows information of the two nodes 

(people) linked 
ii.  The central part, shows information on all written 

papers by the two linked persons 
iii.  The bottom part, in this case, does not show any 

information 
 

There is another characteristic that makes BIBEX very interesting. And it 
is its ability to perform simultaneous queries. So, if a large query is run, and 
other queries want to be performed, these can be launched afterwards without 
blocking any of them. 

 
Still, BIBEX is a prototype, so it can not be completely reused. 

Specifically, the only recommended component to be reused is the central part 
which corresponds to the graphical visualization of the nodes (the results of the 
queries). It uses a Java applet that gets as input the data that wants to be shown, 
and shows it graphically. 

 
The rest of the GUI will be completely developed from zero, so the 

specifications of this part are detailed in the Design section. 
 

 
Changes required by CCD 

 
So, what has been done is, based on BIBEX, ask CCD how it would like 

the front end. This would facilitate a lot the work, setting a starting point from 
where CCD could get a general idea on how the GUI could be. After knowing 
the requirements of CCD, the interface can be developed from zero, but reusing 
the most important and difficult part: the visualization component. 

 
After checking the BIBEX prototype, CCD requested only some small 

changes. 
 
One of the changes was regarding the organization of the information. 

All had to be basically the same, but the right part of the interface had to be 
divided in only two parts: the lower part would still show the statistical 
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information of each query and the upper part would show detailed information 
of whatever element is clicked. 

 
Another small change is regarding the visualization of the results. To 

help distinguish the nodes, the central node is requested to be in a different 
colour than the rest.  

 
Still, the requirements regarding the GUI are quite flexible, so the exact 

design will be determined using screenshots and prototypes in a future stage.
 

 
 

Non Functional Requirements 
 

An important aspect of a system is its non functional requirements. These 
requirements define how the system should be: how it behaves and its quality in 
numerous aspects.  

 
One basic non functional requirement is privacy and security. If the system is not 

secure to guarantee privacy of data, some legal issue could arise. Although the 
system does not manage much personal data, some information must be kept private 
and only accessible to the members of CCD. This sensible data includes phone 
numbers and emails. To assure privacy, the system will require that all users will 
have to identify themselves before accessing this information, using a username and 
a password.  

 
Another important aspect to be taken into account is the usability of the system, 

which is strongly related with the design of the GUI. The user interface has to be 
very simple and intuitive, so the user understands at a glance how the system works. 
In case a user needs to check what a button does, the system will offer contextual 
help, to explain that particular function. 

 
Compatibility is a key part of the application. The software should be able to run 

in the maximum number of different Operating Systems and browsers. Being 
specific, the program should be able to work correctly in the Windows Vista 
Operating System, using both Internet Explorer v.7.0 and Google Chrome 3.0. It 
would be desirable also to have the option to run it also using Mozilla Firefox 3.6 
and Opera v10.10. Regarding the Unix systems, it would be desirable that the 
application could run on Mozilla Firefox v.3.6, as well as on Konqueror KDE 4.3,  

 
A non functional requirement that is essential for all systems is performance. In 

our case, performance is especially important when running queries. If queries take 
to long to give a result, the system will not be used. So, a decent performance has to 
be guaranteed. When performing a query, this can not take longer than half a 
minute, as this would be unacceptable for a daily use. 

 
Another important issue when talking about the performance of this software is 

the process of loading new data. As this operation is going to be done, basically, 
once a year, it is not significant. Still, it must not take longer than a few minutes.  
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Also, the performance of loading the applet has to be acceptable. In this case, the 
time of loading the HTML page can not be longer than half a minute, as the client 
has to have fast access to the application. 

 
Two strongly-related non functional requirements are documentation and 

maintainability. If a system is well documented, it will be easier to be maintained. 
To assure this aspect, the following documentation will be given to CCD, for future 
development and maintenance:  

1. Documentation on the development of the project 
2. User and Administrator manual 
3. Documentation of the code 

 
Documentation is also related with scalability. Scalability could affect the 

system in two ways.  
 
If further functionalities want to be developed, a well documented system that 

includes the above-mentioned documentation helps a lot. Besides that, these future 
possible functionalities have been roughly documented and are being taken into 
account in the designing phase, so they can be easily implemented in the future.  

 
The second way scalability could affect the system is adding new data. This data 

could be future projects (same data model) or new data that would amplify the scope 
of the system. In the first case, it could affect performance, but the volume increase 
is not considerable. In the second case, the data model being developed has taken 
this aspect into account, so it is flexible enough to accept new data. 

 
Testability is important when talking about queries. Because queries will be first 

developed on text, these can be checked. Afterwards, once verified that queries are 
correctly implemented, the GUI will be developed.  

 
The last issue is the licence of the software being develop. In this case, two parts 

have to be distinguished.  
 
On one hand, the modules reused, which are the DEX library and the BIBEX 

visualization component. As this has not been developed by the project, the license 
is inherited. Both modules have been given for free for this specific project, by the 
DEX development team. Still, its licences can be found in the “Reference” section.  

 
On the other hand, the software and documentation developed specifically for 

this project is published with the following CC licence: Creative Commons 
Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Spain License. This licence allows the commercial 
reuse of the software, as long as the author is mentioned and the same licence is 
kept. 

 
 

General aspects 
 

In this section, some issues concerning the deployment of the system are 
specified. The most important aspect is where this system is going to be installed 
and run. 
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As a server will be needed to store and manage the database, it has to be 

accessible through internet. Still, the data has to be protected, so it can not be 
destroyed or modified by unauthorized people. So only the minimum required files 
will be accessible for everybody, using permissions.  

 
On the other hand, the system will allow remote access, as users should be able 

to connect through a browser to the server. This is important so CCD can use the 
system without having to access to the system from a specific machine 

 
The administration and the physical location of the machine used as server will 

be determined in a later stage. These kinds of specifications are detailed in the 
Implementation section. 

 
The use that is going to be done to the application by CCD members is quite 

punctual. Once a year, new data will be loaded. This operation will be done by the 
Administrator of the system. On the other hand, several queries will be performed 
through out the year, even by outside users that are interested in the work done by 
CCD. 

 
 

Future requirements 
 

This analysis has gone further than this system needed. This was done to get a 
broader point of view of the present system and to understand the complete 
situation. Besides that, it was also done to be able to take into account some aspects 
that, even though they do not affect the system being developed, are important for 
future developments. 

 
This is important in the design phase, so the model is flexible enough to be able 

to adapt the present model, without big changes, to a new model that allows new 
functionalities.  

 
The future development suggested by CCD could be:  

1. Implement new queries 
2. Add the people that collaborate with a specific counterpart (not having to 

be a person in charge or a participant of a project) and also including 
basic information of each counterpart 

3. Create a directory of people related with CCD, including personal 
information 

4. Associate tags to projects, so searches are more intuitive 
5. Manage the different files of a project (application form, confirmation 

letter, memo, poster, etc..) automatically 
6. Generate the annual memo of CCD semi-automatically. 

 
All of these future requirements are taken into account and documented on the 

roadmap, included in a later section. 
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Design 
 

This document is divided in several sections, as the project. First, there is an 
overview of the design. Later on, an explanation in detail is given of the server, 
including the data model and the ETL process. The third section is focused on the client. 
The last section details how the server and the different clients communicate. 
 

 
1. General Organization 
 
To better understand how the design was organized, the diagram of Figure 15 gives 

a general overview of the program modules. 
 

 

Figure 15: General Design Diagram 

 
As seen in the diagram, the server hosts the graph database, with its DBM. This 

database uses the DEX library to perform basic operations. This database is managed by 
a set of classes that will be detailed in the following section. These classes, besides 
performing the different queries on the graph database, are in charge of the ETL process 
and writing logs. 

 
The second part of the program consists of the clients. Using the GUI, the user 

launches a query, which is sent to the applet through JavaScript. This applet 
communicates with the server using RMI (Remote Method Invocation), which returns 
the result of the query, showing the graph in the Core Panel. If the user wants to get 
detailed information of a concrete node or edge, he can click on it. When doing so, the 
applet asks the server for that detailed information and shows it in the right Info Panel, 
using JavaScript. 
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General Class Diagram 
 
The simplified class diagram of Figure 16 just gives a general overview of the 

class distribution of the application as a whole. Note that not all classes, nor 
methods, nor attributes are included.  

 

Figure 16: General Class Diagram 
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As it can be seen, the client if composed by three JAR files. The “Prefuse.jar” 

file manages the graphical visualization of the graphs. “Manager.jar” contains the 
classes that launches the queries and coordinates the client module. Finally, 
“Interface.jar” allows, through Java RMI, to communicate with the server using the 
interface DBM class.  

 
The server implements this interface in the DBMImpl class, which is the main 

class of the server. This class manages the received queries through the 
QueryManager class. Logs and other files are managed by the FileManager class. 
All of this is possible thanks to the “jdex.jar” library, which offers some atomic 
operations applicable on the graph database stored in the “GDB.dex” file. 

 
And, finally, the ETL Module has its own main class, which is Configuration 

Manager. This class creates a DataManager for each ETL operation to be performed. 
The StructureManager class checks the consistency of the database each time an 
ETL operation is done. The ETLManager reads the configuration files needed to 
perform the basic ETL operations ordered by the DataManager.  

 
All of this is built around the “GDB.dex” file, which is the DEX database. It 

contains all the data loaded by the ETL Module. This data can be retrieved using the 
DBMImpl class through a query. 

 
 
2. Server 
 
This section will focus on the server, where the database is hosted and all the 

queries are performed.  
 
First, the main parts of this implementation are shown. 
 
The second subsection presents the designing process of the model that best reflects 

the data being managed by the future system. After designing the database, the database 
manager is specified and detailed. This includes the communication with the database, 
the performance of queries and writing the different logs. 

 
The third subsection will detail the ETL process. This means designing how the data 

is going to be extracted from the files delivered by CCD, how are they going to be 
transformed so they adapt the best to the data model previously designed and how this 
formatted data is going to be stored in this model.  

 
 
General Organization 
 

The diagram of Figure 17 gives a general overview of how the program manages 
the graph database and the queries.  
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Figure 17: General Server Design Diagram 

 
When the server is launched, the database manager connects with the file that 

stores the graph database, called “GDB.dex”, through the “jdex.jar” library. Once 
retrieved, it loads the data into a temporary graph, which is managed using the same 
“jdex” library. Once a user access the application, the client connects with the 
database manager using RMI. Then, a query is performed by the database manager, 
using some basic “jdex”-library operations. The whole process is explained in detail 
in the “Database Manager” subsection 

 
Besides that, there are a set of classes that are in charge of loading and updating 

the database stored in the “GDB.dex” file, again, operated through the “jdex.jar” 
library. This set of classes (and the process) is called ETL and in explained in detail 
in a later section. 

 
 
General Class Diagram 

 
The class diagram of Figure 18 gives an overview of the relationships 

among the different server classes. 
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Figure 18: General Server Class Diagram 

 
In the first place, the DBMImpl, which implements the DBM interface, 

has, associated, a Query Manager. This class performs, using the “jdex.jar” 
library, the queries on the “GDB.dex” database. 
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On the other hand, in the ETLModule, the Configuration Manager reads 

a configuration text file and sends the operation to be done to the Data Manager. 
This Data Manager manages each single operation, using the ETL Manager (if 
data is going to be loaded), or the Structure Manager (if data needs to be 
checked). These last two classes use the “jdex.jar” classes to access the graph 
database “GDB.dex”. 

 
Finally, the File Manager class manages all I/O of files, including the 

logs and the configuration files. This is why all classes have an instance of this 
class. 

 
The most important component of the server is the database. This is why 

the following section is centred on the designing of the graph database. 
Afterwards, the different modules managing the database are explained. 

 
 

Data Model 
 

As previously stated, this step has as main objective to return a data model that 
reflects the best the data that is going to be managed by the graph database. This 
data model has to be able to store all the data and to be able to perform all queries 
required by CCD as efficiently as possible.  

 
This first part of the designing process is probably the one that can condition the 

most future developments. This is why it has to take into account possible future 
requirements and in-depth as possible, being as flexible as possible. 

 
The section can be divided in two parts. The first subsection will present the 

Entity/Relationship diagram, which will reflect all data managed by a generic 
database. The second subsection defines the data model that is managed by DEX.  

 
 

Entity/Relationship Diagram 
 

As stated before, an Entity/Relationship diagram was developed in the 
first place. This was done to reflect all data that should be managed by a 
database. Still, this model is not the final model being used by our graph 
database. This final model is presented in the next subsection. 

 
A first sketch was done before finishing the analysis process, so it could 

be checked that the data’s structure was well understood. This first sketch was 
verified by CCD, to see if it reflected the basic structure of the data. 

 
A second model was developed, that formalized all data that was going to 

be managed by the database. Still, it did not take into account future 
developments. It was done so it could be completely checked by CCD, to verify 
that no data was left outside the model. 
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The final model also reflected how future developments would fit in this 
structure. Once checked with CCD, it was also checked with the DEX 
development team. This was mainly done to verify that this model could be 
implemented using DEX.  

 
The diagram of Figure 19 shows the final Entity/Relationship used as 

model.  
 

 

 Figure 19: E/R Database Diagram 

 
The central part of the model is the entity Project. This project has some 

information associated with it, where the combination of the year and code of 
the project will constitute the primary key of this entity. Additionally, the 
starting and ending date of the project are added as extra attributes, so this 
information can be stored in the future.  

 
Extra information can be stored using tags, thanks to the entity Tag, 

which only has a “name” as attribute. 
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All projects are categorized in, at least, one Technological Area, which is 
identified with an id (a unique number) and an associated description for that id. 

 
Each project is located in a specific Localization, with its name as 

primary key. Latitude and longitude are two attributes that are available for the 
future, so the system can be integrated in a GIS (Geographic Information 
System). And each Localization belongs to a single Country, where only the 
name is stored. 

 
In every project there is, at least, a Person that participates, which is the 

person in charge of developing the project. This participation is done assuming a 
Type of role (participant or person in charge)and belonging to the UPC as a 
student, a teacher, or a worker in a department, centre or structural unit. This 
attribute Type will allow, in the future, to associate people to a project, without 
necessarily being a person in charge or a participant in that project.  

 
Every person has a complete name which, combined, will be the primary 

key. Besides that, their email and phone is optionally stored. 
 
An entity Organization is linked with a project through collaboration. 

This collaboration has an associated attribute, which specifies if this 
organization collaborates as a counterpart or not. This field will allow to expand 
the database, where other collaborating organization can be stored: donors, 
sponsors, etc… .  

 
A last relationship has been created between Person and Organization, to 

allow adding people that belong to an organization, and store its personal data. 
Although this relationship is not being used by CCD, it can be very useful in the 
future.  

 
 

Restrictions 
 

Besides the Entity/Relationship model, there are a set of restrictions 
associated. All cardinality restrictions are specified in the above diagram, but 
there are some other restrictions explained in this subsection. 

 
For all projects, the attribute EDate (ending date of a project) has to have 

a later date than the SDate (starting date). 
 
The relationship “participates”, which links a Person and a Project, has a 

set of restrictions. The first one obligates to specify a Department and a Centre if 
the Link has a value of “pdi” (which means that a teacher has to be associated 
with a Department and a Centre in the university). The second restrictions 
obligates that every “pas” Link has to specify in which Structural Unit works. 

 
 It is only allowed one relationship “participates” with Type of role 

“Responsible” for each project. This translates in only having one person in 
charge for each project. 
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The last restriction related with this relationship is stated as this: if a 
student is in charge of a project, it is mandatory to have a “pdi” or “pas” 
supervising this student. Formally, this translates that for each relationship 
“participates” that has the attribute Link with the value “e” and Type of role 
“Responsible”, there has to be a new relationship “participates” with a Link with 
value “pdi” or “pas” and Type of role “Supervisor”. Still, this last restriction will 
be implemented in a later release, because this information is still not managed 
in CCD’s system. 

 
The last restriction that has been taken into account (but which will be 

implemented in a later release) is the one related with the relationship between 
an Organization and a Project. If there is a new Organization that has a 
collaboration of type “Counterpart”, a node Person with Type of Role 
“Responsible Counterpart” and a relationship between Organization and Person 
has to be created. This is done so there is always a person (with its contact 
information) that works as a link with a specific counterpart. 

 
As said before, this Entity/Relationship diagram could be enough as a 

design for a relational database. But, in this case, a graph database is used, so 
this data model has to be transformed to a graph-database-specific model. This is 
done in the next subsection. 
 
 
DbGraph 
 

The next step on designing the data model being used by the graph 
database is specifying its DbGraph. This structure is used by DEX to manage all 
data in its graph database.  

 
Although the Entity/Relationship diagram is used as the starting point, 

designing the DbGraph has to take into account its particularities and the process 
has to be quite flexible. There is no direct transformation from an 
Entity/Relationship diagram to a DbGraph model, so it has to be carefully done.   

 
Once several sketches were developed and commented with the DEX 

development team, the final DbGraph model was formalized.  
 
This data model is basically composed by a set of node types, edge types 

and their corresponding attributes. And, although there is no standard graphical 
way of showing this model, the diagram of Figure 20 is explained, so the 
DbGraph can be easily understood. The attributes of the nodes and edges are not 
specified, so this diagram is clearer. 
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Figure 20: DbGraph Diagram 

 
The central node, as it was in the Entity Relationship model, is the 

Project. It has the same attributes as the entity Project in the original model. 
Besides that, there are a set of nodes connected using edges, which have a 
similar structure as the original model: there are a set of Tags and Technological 
Areas associated with a project. There are also a set of Localizations, which 
belong to a single Country. 

 
There is also a node Person, with an edge that stores the information 

related with the relationship established between both nodes: Type of role, Link 
with the university, and Department, Centre and Structural Unit. 

 
The last node is Organization, that is linked with a project through a 

collaboration. This collaboration has an attribute that specifies what role the 
organization played.  

 
The last edge type relates Organization and Person, which allows 

identifying people associated with an organization. 
 
All restrictions, including those related with cardinality, will have to be 

controlled in the implementation stage, because in a DbGraph, all relationships 
are, by default N:M. 
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Of course, once the DbGraph was fixed, the formalization was checked 

with the DEX development team, to verify that there were no errors.  
 

 To implement this graph database, the Script Module included in the 
JDex library is used. Still, the details on the implementation are given in a later 
section. 

 
 

Database Manager 
 
These classes are the most important part of the software. They are in charge of 

connecting with the clients and performing the queries requested by the user.  
 
The following sub-section gives a general overview of the organization. 

Afterwards, the class diagram gives the different details needed to completely 
understand the process, along with a sequence diagram. 

 
 
General Overview 

 
The diagram of Figure 21 shows the different components of this module 

and their interaction with other files. 
 

 

Figure 21: DBM Design Diagram 

 
This is the main part of the server. It manages the queries, assuming the 

data has been loaded into the database by the ETL Module. 
 
DBMImpl is the main class which, using the JDex library, manages the 

queries done on the database stored in the “GDB.dex” file. These queries are 
performed by the QueryManager class. 
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The FileManager class just manages the different logs. The info log 

stores basic information on the queries performed on the database. And the error 
log specifies what errors were found while performing the queries. 

 
 

Class Diagram 
 
The class diagram of Figure 22 is a detailed specification of the different 

classes that compose the Database Manager. Still, this class diagram does not 
show the private or protected methods.  

 
 

 

 

Figure 22: DBM Class Diagram 
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In the first place, the DBMImpl has a main method, which allows the 

server to be launched. The Close class allows closing the logs and the database 
when the server is halted.  

 
This main class has two classes. The first one, QueryManager, is in 

charge of performing the queries on the graph database, using the “jdex.jar” 
library. The second class, FileManager is instanced by all other classes, which 
writes in the two existing logs: “info.log” and “error.log”. 

 
 
Sequence diagram 

 
The sequence diagram of Figure 23, shows the interaction among the 

classes, while performing the following operations: launching the server, 
performing a query by a user and shutting down. The communication among the 
server and the different clients will be specified in a later section. 

 
 

 

Figure 23: DBM Sequence Diagram 
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This sequence diagram is quite simple. The first block corresponds to the 

starting of the server, which includes creating two different logs, opening the 
GDB and creating the QueryManager. 

 
Once the server is ready, the different Clients can get connected and 

perform queries. These queries are run by the QueryManager, and the result, sent 
back to the Client.  

 
When the server is shut down, the GDB is closed, as well as both logs. 
 
 

ETL Module: 
 
This module is a key part of the server. It is in charge of checking and updating 

the data stored in the graph database. 
 
The following sub-section gives a general overview of the organization of the 

module. Afterwards, the class diagram gives the different details needed to 
understand how the ETL process is performed by the different classes, along with a 
sequence diagram. Finally, the ETL process is explained based on the files that are 
extracted, transformed and loaded. 

 
 
General Overview 

 
The diagram of Figure 24 shows the different components of this module 

and their interaction with other files. 
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Figure 24: ETL Design Diagram 

 
Although apparently a bit complicated, it has a simple structure. The 

main class is named ConfigurationManager. This class reads a configuration text 
file that specifies the operations to be performed by the ETLModule.  

 
Once these operations are read, these are performed sequentially by the 

DataManager. This class coordinates each single operation, using the two other 
classes: StructureManager and ETLManager. 

 
The first class, StructureManager, is just in charge of checking that the 

existing DB complies with the restrictions established when designing the DB, 
including consistency. These checking operations are done through the 
“jdex.jar” library.  

 
The second class is in charge of the ETL process itself. It does the pre-

processing, launches the ScriptModule of the “jdex.jar” library (which creates 
the DB structure and loads most of the data) and, afterwards, does the post-
process. This whole process is explained in detail in the next section. To be able 
to perform these ETL operations, the module uses some configuration files, 
besides the data files themselves. 
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Class Diagram 
 
This sub-section explains the different classes that intervene in the ETL 

process (including pre and post-loading) and how the database is checked after 
loading the new data. 

 
Figure 25 is the class diagram of the whole ETL Module. 
 

  

 

Figure 25: ETL Class Diagram 
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The main class is Configuration Manager. This class reads a 
configuration text file and creates instances of the Data Manager for each 
operation. The different available operations are the following: 

• CheckFiles: Creates a temporary DB to check if the specified files 
can be loaded correctly into the DB and that they comply with the 
different restrictions of the DB. 

• CheckDB: Checks that the already-existing DB complies with the 
different restrictions established by CCD when the design was 
done. 

• NewFiles: Adds the specified files to the already-existing DB and 
checks, afterwards, that the DB complies with the established 
restrictions. 

• NewDB: Overwrites the existing DB and creates a new blank-
and-empty one. Immediately after, the specified files are loaded 
and the consistency is checked. 

 
Each particular operation, although managed by the Data Manager, are 

performed by either the ETL Manager or the Structure Manager.  
 
If the operation involves checking the consistency and restrictions of the 

database, the Structure Manager, using the operations offered by the “jdex.jar” 
library, access the graph database “GDB.dex”. 

 
If the operation to be done involves creating a new DB or loading new 

data, it is the ETL Manager who is in charge.  
 
In case the operation consists in creating a new database, the Script 

Module of the JDex library is used. This module uses some configuration files 
and creates automatically a set of logs. 

 
In case the operation involves loading data into a database, first, a pre-

process is done by the ETLManager class. Later on, the Script Module loads a 
part of the data, using some configuration files, the data files (of course) and 
creates also some automatic logs. Afterwards, the ETL Manager completes the 
loading of data, reusing the same configuration files and, of course, the data 
files. As for the Structure Manager, the ETL Manager uses the atomic operations 
of the “jdex.jar” library to access the graph database. 

 
Finally, there are a set of logs that are created for each ETL process. The 

basic ones are “infoMain.log” and “errorMain.log”. These are managed by the 
File Manager of the server package. This is why all classes of the ETL Module 
have an instance of the File Manager class. 

 
 
Sequence diagram 

 
The sequence diagram of Figure 26 corresponds to the ETL Process. As 

it is a quite complex process, some details have been ignored.  
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This example is based on the loadDB() operation, which adds data to the 
existing graph database. 

 

ConfigurationManager FileManager

FileManager(sPath)

createInfoLog(info.log)

createErrorLog(error.log)

eraseLogs()

readConfigFile(config.txt)

openFileReader(config.txt)

BufferedReader

readOperation()

operate()

DataManager

DataManager(sPath,oFileManager)

loadDB(year1,year2)

ETLManager

ETLManager(sPath,oFileManager)

preProcess()

loadData()

postProcess()

openDB(GDB.dex)

closeDB()

assignGraphPool()

checkDB()

StructureManager

StructureManager(oGraphPool,oFileManager)

checkData()

checkFormat()

count()

checkEdges

closeDB()

closeDB()close()

closeInfoLog()

closeErrorLog()

 

Figure 26: ETL Sequence Diagram 

 
The diagram gives a general idea on how the ETL Process works. In the 

first place, the main class ConfigurationManager creates both logs, using the 
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FileManager. Afterwards, the same class reads the configuration text file, which 
contains the lines that specify the operations that have to be performed.  

 
These lines are read (in this case, “loadDB”) and a DataManager is 

created for each operation to be performed. This DataManager object does the 
pre-process, the loading of data, and the post-process using an ETLManager 
object. 

 
Every time there is data being loaded, the DataManager checks the 

consistency of the graph database. To do so, a StructureManager is created, and 
performs a set of operations to check the data. 

 
Once all the operations have been performed, the ConfigurationManager 

closes the graph database and both logs. 
 
The following section gets into the details of the ETL process. 
 
 

ETL Process 
 
In this section it will be specified how the data will “feed” the Core Data 

Warehouse. To do so, the process of extracting the data provided by CCD, 
transforming it to the desired format and loading it to the system is explained in 
the following subsections. 

 
In the Source System Analysis section, the data being managed 

nowadays by CCD is specified, so the previous situation of CCD has already 
been analyzed.  

 
When loading the data into the graph database, a configuration file is 

created for each file automatically. This configuration file is used for the pre-
processing, the automatic load done by the Script Module of JDex, and the post-
process.  These configuration files are created by the DataManager class, based 
on a general structure defined previously.  

 
The different steps are explained sequentially, in the following 

subsections, so they are better understood. 
 

 
  Pre-process 

 
The first operation done is to check if the file that is going to be loaded 

has the appropriate number of columns. The configuration file specifies how 
many columns are expected, and the data file is opened to check if it has the 
correct amount. 

 
The second operation combines a set of attributes, to create new columns. 

The first transformation is done to create a new column (placed in the first place) 
that combines the first and second column (“year” and “code”). This will allow 
us to have a unique identifier for each project. 
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The second combination creates a unique identifier for each person, by 

combining the name, the first last name and the second last name. This new 
column is saved in the fourth place. 

 
Once this pre-process is done, the extraction of data from the files is 

done, using the Script Module available in the JDex library. 
 
 

  Extraction 
 
The whole process of extracting the data from the different files is done 

by the Script Module included in the JDex library.  
 
To do so, this module reads the configuration files previously created and 

determines which columns have to be read for each node. Afterwards, once the 
data is read, the same module loads each column in the appropriate attribute in 
the right node. This second part corresponds to the Loading step of an ETL 
process. 

 
Still, due to some limitations of the already-developed Script Module, not 

all the data can be extracted and loaded correctly. This is why the post-process 
step is included in the ETL process. 

 
 
  Transformation 

 
The transformation suffered by the original files until they are actually 

loaded in the corresponding node or edge is distributed in the whole ETL 
process.  

 
First, there is a transformation process during the pre-processing, when 

two new columns are created (combining other attributes). 
 
And later on, another transformation is done in the post-processing, 

which is explained in the corresponding sub-section 
 
 

  Loading 
 
As already stated, this step is done automatically by the Script Module of 

JDex. Still, there is some data that can not be automatically loaded, so it is later 
on done in the post-process step, which is explained in the next sub-section 

 
 

  Post-process 
 
The post-process step is done once most of the data is already loaded into 

the database (thanks to the Script Module). There are several operations done in 
this step, which are read in the configuration file. 
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First, there are two multivalued attributes that have to be separated. So, 

the multivalued data is retrieved and separated it in different nodes, copying the 
original edges in each new node. In our case, the two multivalued attributes are 
the Technological Area and the name of the Counterparts. 

 
The second operation fills some attributes from the ParticipatesWithRole 

edge. Only partial information could be loaded automatically, because this edge 
stores information of two different files: the project summaries and the mailing 
lists.. 

 
Afterwards, another operation is done to organize the information of the 

Localizations and Countries. As these are multivalued, and have a 
correspondence of N Localizations to 1 Country, is a special case of division of 
multivalued attribute. 

 
The last operation consists of scanning the whole database and erasing 

those values that are null, eliminating accents and trimming all attributes that are 
used as identifiers.  

 
 

Core Data Warehouse 
 

In this section, the core data warehouse is specified. The main aspect discussed 
is the data being managed by the database. 

 
All data managed by the new system is not very large and the use given to this 

data is basically unique: assign the available budget to the different proposed 
projects. Because the amount of data being managed is not very large, datamarts 
will not be used. These would be used if there is a huge amount of data and different 
functions needed for different kinds of users of the system.  

 
This data will be mainly accessed when CCD assigns the budget to the projects. 

Still, during the rest of the year, the system will be used to check punctual 
information, like emails of participants or counterparts in a project. The data is 
updated by the administrator once a year, using the ETL module. 

 
All the data, including the database, will have to be stored physically in a secure 

machine, managed by the UPCNet group (dependant from the UPC). So the privacy 
of sensible data is guaranteed, only authorized members, using their username and 
passwords assigned by the UPCNet group will be able to access the data.  

 
 

3. Client 
 
In this subsection, the client module is explained. In the first section, a general 

overview of the module is given. 
 
The second section focuses on the main and core part: the applet that communicates 

with the server, launches the queries and manages how to show the results.  
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The third section details the front end.  
 
 
General Organization 

 
The diagram of Figure 27 gives an overview on how the client module is 

organized and how the communication works among the different parts. 
 

 

 

Figure 27: Client Design Diagram 

 
There are three main parts in the client. The first one, the Query Panel, at the 

left, shows the different available queries. The user selects which query wants to be 
launched and the input is sent, via JavaScript, to the applet located in the central 
part.  

 
This central part is the Core Panel, composed uniquely by an applet, which 

manages all the interaction with the server, and the input and output shown to the 
user. The next subsection is integrally dedicated to this part. 

 
The part on the right, called Info Panel, shows detailed information about the 

graph shown in the Core Panel. When the user clicks a specific node, the Core Panel 
fetches the desired information at the server and shows it in the right panel, via 
JavaScript. 
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Core 
 
This is the most important component of the client. It is a Java Applet that: 

• Connects with the server on startup 
• Sends the queries launched by the user to the server 
• Shows the returned results  
• Receives petitions of detailed information of the graph from the user 
• Asks the server for that detailed information 
• Processes the data returned and show it in the Info Panel 

 
A general overview of this module is given in the next sub-section. The second 

sub-section specifies the class diagram of this module. 
 
 
General Overview 

 
This applet is composed by three different parts, as shown in Figure 28. 

The central part is the manager, which has been mostly reused from the BIBEX 
prototype. On the startup of the applet, this manager establishes a connection 
with the server through the “interface.jar” file, which only contains the interface 
of the DBM at the server. This is possible using the RMI technology, which is 
explained in the section “Server/Clients Communication”. 

 

 

Figure 28: Detailed Client Design Diagram 

 
When the user launches a query at the Query Panel, the input given by 

the user is received through JavaScript at this manager. This manager calls the 
appropriate method at the server, using the input, thanks to the “interface.jar” 
file. The query is processed by the server and the result returned to this manager. 
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Once the result is received, the manager, using the “prefuse.jar” library, 

shows the resulting graph to the user. If the user clicks a specific node or edge, 
the same process is done: the manager asks the server for that data and shows the 
result. Still, this information is shown in the Info Panel, using JavaScript. 

 
 

Class Diagram 
 
The class diagram of Figure 29 details the different classes of the Client 

module. Still, only significant classes are shown from the “manager.jar” 
package, as most of these classes were developed by the DEX development 
team. Besides that, the other classes show neither all methods nor all attributes. 
This is done to simplify the understanding of the diagram. 

 

Figure 29: Client Class Diagram 
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The main class of the client’s applet is the AGraph class in the 

“manager.jar” package. This class first establishes a connection with the server 
using the “interface.jar” package, thanks to the Java RMI technology and the 
DBM class interface. 

 
Once this communication channel is established, the JSObject is retrieved 

from the browser. This will allow calling to JavaScript functions and showing 
the data retrieved from the database in the browser. 

 
The graphical display of the nodes is done by the AbsDisplayBibex class, 

which uses the “prefuse.jar”-library functions. 
 
 

Front End Design 
 

As already explained in the introduction to the designing part, the 
implementation of the Front End is left for the end. First, the main queries will be 
developed and shown by console. Afterwards, these results will be checked with 
CCD.  

 
 
General Aspects 

 
Most of the GUI was designed using screenshots, to understand the needs 

of CCD. All of the process was based on BIBEX, the prototype already 
introduced in the Analysis Requirement document and developed by the DaMa 
group of the UPC. The visualization component of this prototype is quite 
independent and will be reused to show the results of queries as graphs. The rest 
of the GUI will be developed from scratch. 

 
The reactions, critics and suggestions of CCD were registered and taken 

into account to find the final design for the Front End. 
 
 

Basic Layout 
 
The first screenshots where focused on the basic structure of the GUI. 

These were done to get a general point of view on what was CCD interested.  
 
Based on the general structure of the BIBEX prototype, the general 

impression was very good. The only thing that would change was the right 
panel, as it can be seen on Figure 30. So many divisions were unnecessary: it 
was only divided in two. In the top part, the details of the nodes or edges would 
be shown. In the bottom part, general statistics of the queries would be shown. 
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Figure 30: Basic Layout Screenshot 

 
The right panel would have CCD logo on top, the available queries to be 

run and the History of Searches at the bottom. 
 
The central panel would show the results, with a small toolbar on top, 

reusing the BIBEX code.  
 
Finally, the right panel, as already explained, would have the detailed 

information at the top and the statistics of each query result at the bottom. 
 
 

Perform Queries 
 
When clicking on one of the queries, the right panel changes and gives 

access to a set of text boxes where the parameters of the search have to be 
specified, as seen on Figure 31.  
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Figure 31: Perform Query Screenshot 

 
In this panel, the input is written and the query launched. There is also 

the option of going back and selecting a different query. 
 
 

Visualization of results 
 
Once a query is launched, it is processed by the server and the result sent 

back. To perform the visualization, it is sent to the central panel, where the 
applet shows the graph. 

 

 

Figure 32: Visualization Screenshot 
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As it can be seen in the screenshot of Figure 32, the central panel shows 
the graph, using colour codes to distinguish the central node from the rest. This 
colour code is also used to know what node is selected. 

 
The left panel now shows the History of Searches so the already-

performed queries can be easily retrieved. The bottom right panel gives a set of 
statistics for the query shown. 

 
Besides that, this central graph can be moved simply dragging it using 

the mouse. There is a top toolbar, like the one shown on Figure 33, that gets 
enabled which offers a set of advanced functionalities. 

 

 

Figure 33: Toolbar Screenshot 

 
The first button allows fixing the visualization to be able to view the 

whole graph centred. The second one is a Zoom In tool, so certain nodes can be 
viewed bigger. The third button is the opposite operation: Zoom Out. The next 
button centres the view in the selected node. Finally, there is another one that 
“pauses” the animation. When a graph is shown, the nodes and edges are 
distributed homogenously around the available space. This can be sometimes 
annoying, so the user has the option to stop the animation and move the nodes as 
wished.  

 
There a last button at the right. This button will not be enabled until a 

future release. But still, it will give access to the export tool, which allows 
saving the data corresponding to the graph shown to a CSV file. 

 
 

Detailed information panel 
 
When a graph is shown, detailed information of the components can be 

retrieved.  
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Figure 34: Detailed Information Screenshot 

 
For example, in the screenshot of Figure 34, a node is clicked. This will 

ask the database for the detailed information of that node and the data is shown 
in the upper-right panel. 

 
The same happens if an edge connecting two nodes is clicked. The 

common attributes shared by both nodes are displayed in the same panel.  
 
 

4. Server/Clients Communication 
 
This section is dedicated on explaining how the communication is done, among the 

server and the different clients willing to connect at the same time. 
 
The Java technology used is called RMI, which stands for Remote Method 

Invocation. This application programming interface allows performing calls to methods 
of a remote class, stored in a server (with some limitations that will not be detailed in 
this document). To do so, an interface of the class stored in the server is created. This 
interface specifies the methods that are available to be called from a client.  
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Figure 35: Server/Clients Communication Design Diagram 

 
The diagram of Figure 35 details the specific design used for this program. 
 
DBM is the interface, which is implemented at the server in the DBMImpl class.  
 
This exactly same interface is saved in the client. In this specific case, the interface 

is saved in the JAR archive called “interface.jar”. 
 
To establish the communication between the client and the server, this Java 

technology uses a registry that associates a name to a remote object. This RMI registry 
is launched in the background, before the server is started, through the JVM. 

 
This RMI registry sets a name to that interface being “distributed”, so when the 

client gets connected to the server, the RMI registry knows that the DBM interface used 
by the client corresponds with the DBMImpl object in the server. 

 
Once established the connection, the client can call to the methods specified in the 

interface, as if the client was directly interacting with a DBMImpl object. 
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Implementation 
 
Once the designing process was done, the implementation was pretty easy. The only 

thing to be done was to follow the documentation developed in the designing step. Still, 
there are several specifications that have to be detailed.  

 
In the first place, the technologies which have been used for the implementation are 

detailed, including the framework. Afterwards, the infrastructure that was needed for the 
development is explained  

 
Still, the main part of this section is in the third sub-section, which is focused on 

how the development was done, including steps, formalization, etc… 
 
 
1. Technologies used 
 
Several different technologies have been used while developing this software. In the 

following subsections, these are specified in detail. 
 
 
Frameworks 

 
As the main technology used by the software is Java, the whole development 

process has been mainly done using a Java framework: Eclipse Galileo.  
 
Some Eclipse plugins were used along with the main software. This was 

particularly useful, so the same software was used for everything, having the 
different tools integrated in one.  

 
The first one is Slime UML v.2.0.7, used to create the class diagrams of the 

different packages. It was used during the designing phase.  
 
Afterwards, during implementation, two plugins were used: JAutoDoc and 

JavaDoc. The first one is JAutoDoc, used to generate automatically the JavaDoc 
tags. This fasted a lot the process of documenting the code, as just simple 
explanations had to be given in each method or attribute. The second plugin used 
was JavaDoc. This plugin uses the command JavaDoc of the JDK to generate 
automatically the HTML files that create the documentation. To generate these files, 
the tags created with JAutoDoc are automatically used. 

 
And finally, for the testing process, the plugin JUnit was used. This is very 

useful for this stage because it automates the process of testing, generating 
summaries of the results of all tests. 

 
During the designing phase, MS Paint was also used to create the screenshots, as 

well as MS Office, for presentations and several documents. MS Visio was also 
used for the Gantt diagrams and while designing. 

 
When developing the front end, including the applet, Microsoft Notepad was 

used to edit HTML and JavaScript.  
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When performing the testing, using the server, the following software was used: 

PuTTY to connect via SSH, and WinSCP to upload files to the server. 
 
 

Implementation 
 
As already stated, the main technology used was Java, version 1.6. For the 

database manager, in the server, the DEX library version 3.0 was used. This library 
has been developed by the DaMa group of the UPC and given for free for this 
specific project. As an extra, DEX Admin v1.0 was used to check the database’s 
consistency. 

 
For the graph visualization, the BIBEX visualization component has been 

reused. This module has also been developed by the DaMa group of the UPC. Still, 
the BIBEX prototype uses the Prefuse library, version Beta (release 2007.10.21), for 
the visualization. 

 
For the front end and the interaction with the applet at the client, the only 

technologies used where HTML version 4.01, and JavaScript version 1.5. When 
checking the resulting web page, this was done using Internet Explorer 7 and 
Google Chrome 3. 

 
 

2. Infrastructure used 
 
This section has been created just to focus on the machines used during the 

development and testing process, and the final production. 
 
During development, my own laptop has been used, creating a virtual server to test 

the distribution of the software. Still, for future development, an independent server 
should be used (which should have the exact same characteristics as the production 
server). 

 
For testing purposes, a personal server was used by the end of the project, to check 

that the software worked correctly being really distributed.  
 
The final product will be set on a server depending of CCD. This server will be 

managed and maintained by the UPCNet group. 
 
For all these servers, the following requirements were needed:  

• Java Virtual Machine: 1.6 
• At least 200 MB of free hard disk 
• At least 1 GB of RAM 
• Port TCP 1099 open 
• 644 permissions for the directory and sub-directories used.  

 
The operating system, although always using a Linux distribution, could have been 

any, because Java is portable, so no recompiling was needed.  
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3. Development process 
 
This section is focused on how the implementation was done and the different steps 

that were taken developing the different components. 
 
 
Overview  
 
In the first place, a basic graph database was implemented. The structure was the 

one defined in the design document. This was done to get an approach on DEX and how 
the technology worked. 

 
Once the basic graph database was created, and already understanding the basics of 

JDex, the minimum system was developed (which is explained in the following 
sections). After having the basic system working, a roadmap was established with CCD, 
to set which were their priorities and to determine what would be the order of 
implementation. This was mainly done because, due to the short amount of time 
available for implementation, only some basic functionalities could be implemented.  

 
Another important step taken was the establishment of a nomenclature. This was 

done to fix a standard when writing the code, so it would be easily understandable. 
Moreover, this is very important for future developments, because this facilitates and 
systematizes the writing of code. This document is included at the end and can be found 
at Appendix C. 

 
Once the nomenclature was established, the attention was focused on standardising 

and generalizing the code. Specially when developing code that interacts with the graph 
database, there are some frequent operations that have a very similar structure. So, 
instead of writing multiple methods for each type of node (for example), the type of 
node could be indicated as a parameter, so just one method would be needed. 

 
And, last but not least, commenting and developing the corresponding JavaDoc was 

written at the same time as coding. This is very important especially for future 
development, as this code could be distributed as a library. 

 
 
Server: 
 
As stated before, the first thing done was creating the basic structure of the database 

by using the Script Module. To be able to use this module, included in the JDex library, 
a configuration file had to be created, called “schema.def”. In this file, the different 
nodes and edges were defined, along with their attributes and formats. 

 
Because several files had to populate the database, the next step was to create a 

basic ETL Module, where the different CSV files containing the data were fetched. This 
started to give some problems, because the files were not very standardized, so each 
error found was notified to CCD. Then, the original file was changed, so it complied 
with the adequate format, and resent back. This process was repeated each time a new 
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file was received. This also gave the opportunity to develop a good ETL Module that 
could detect errors quite accurately. 

 
The basic structure of the ETL Module consisted of three different steps. First, a 

pre-process was done. This consisted in fetching the original data files and formatting 
them so they had the appropriate format. Afterwards, the Script Module was again used, 
to partially populate the database. To do so, some configuration files were used, called 
“load.def”. Finally, the ETL process ended with a post-process, where data loaded in the 
database was completed and some data reorganized (dividing nodes and erasing 
duplicated information). 

 
Once the basic ETL Module was developed, a tool was needed to check the 

consistency and restrictions of the database. Then, the Structure Manager class was 
implemented, which verified that the restrictions established in the E/R from the design 
process were complied. It also calculated the amount of nodes and edges, to check the 
DB’s consistency. 

 
While developing the ETL Module, a simple log was created. It was mainly done to 

be able to detect the different errors found during the loading process. Afterwards, a 
more developed system was designed, which included two logs (an info one, and an 
error one) for each process. The two processes that initially existed were the Database 
Manager and the ETL Module, so each one had its own log system. 

 
When the database was correctly populated with the first files provided by CCD, the 

Query Manager was implemented, so the first queries could be developed. The first 
ones were really basic, even not-needed, and were just to check how the graph database 
worked. Afterwards, the queries fixed with CCD were little by little implemented.  
These queries were coded in the order previously agreed with CCD, taking into account 
the strong limitation of time.  

 
Although having a basic ETL structure and a database with really basic 

functionalities, it was enough to consider starting developing the client.  
 
 
Client 
 
The basic front end had to include, at least, the visualization of the graphs (the 

results of the queries). So this was the first part implemented of the client. It was done 
reusing the visualization module of the BIBEX prototype (which was developed using 
the Prefuse library). Reusing was the best option because it was easy to adapt and 
complied with all the needs of CCD: the only things that were changed was the data that 
the nodes and edges contained, the data shown on each node and edge and the action 
associated when clicking on a node or edge. Besides that, nothing else was changed.  

 
Once the basic visualization was developed, a basic GUI had to be implemented, so 

the user could launch the queries and get the details of each node and edge when 
clicking on them. That is why a basic HTML web page was created. On the left, the user 
could specify the input of each query. This query was sent to the server, performed, and 
returned as a vector of data. This vector was loaded as a graph in the visualization 
module.  
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And, when the user clicked on a node or edge, the data was retrieved from the server 

and shown in the right panel. Besides that, some statistics were shown each time a query 
was performed, on the lower-right panel, but was developed later.  

 
 
Server/Clients Communication 
 
Having the database at the server and the client with their basic functionalities 

working, it was the moment of implementing the communication between both parts 
and distribute the software. 

 
To do so, RMI was used, as already explained in the design document. An interface 

of the database was developed and distributed. Some basic tests were performed to 
check that the communication worked correctly. 

 
After this step, the minimum system worked correctly, so it was the moment of 

deciding the next steps to take.  
 
 
Following the Roadmap 
 
And this is when the Roadmap was agreed with CCD. This Roadmap established all 

the functionalities that were needed by CCD, and the order of implementation. This was 
mainly done because not much time was left until the presentation of the project, so 
priorities had to be established. 

 
The final roadmap was organized initially using versions. Still, as there are plenty of 

different functionalities and priorities could change, this document is just a guideline 
where the developer can find suggestions on future developments. This document can 
be found as Appendix D 

 
Of course, not all the roadmap could be implemented, but the basic functionalities 

needed by CCD were covered and achieved.  
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Verification & Validation 
 

Once each module was implemented, a verification and validation process was 
performed, to be sure that the software worked as expected and that it covered CCD’s 
requirements. 
 

On one hand, a set of tests were developed, to verify that the new functionality was 
correctly implemented. On the other hand, the new functionality was validated by CCD, 
to check that it covered the specific need that it was intended for.  

 
 
1. Verification 
 
The sets of tests are processes that allow verifying and checking the quality of a 

software product.  
 
On this particular project, the testing process was mainly done on my laptop, as the 

server, unfortunately, was not ready when needed. Still, some tests were performed once 
the software was developed and distributed.   

 
In this project, white box tests are used. White box tests are done to test individual 

methods or functionalities, so the processing of data is carefully studied and verified. As 
the code is known in detail and can be inspected, these kinds of tests are adequate.  

 
Some other tests were done, to check non-functional requirements and other aspects. 

And, of course, after executing all these test, several errors where found. Some 
examples can be found in the last sub-section.  

 
 

JUnit tests 
 
Tests have been developed with the help of JUnit. The implemented tests were 

performed with the following methodology: 
• Identify method or functionality to be tested 
• Specify input (valid and non-valid) and expected output. 
• If a new method or functionality is developed, at least one test is created. 
• All tests are performed on development mode and production mode 

 
Of course, not all tests past on the first try. But after some recoding, these where 

performed successfully, as it can be checked in the table. 
 
The JUnit tests created, with their description and result, can be found at 

Appendix E 
 

 
Non functional tests 

 
The following table specifies the group of tests performed to verify the non-

functional requirements, along with the results obtained: 
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A small note on the portability of Java: as the server has been programmed in 
Java, having the JVM 1.6 guarantees that it will work in any operating system run 
on the server. 

 
Title and Description Result 
Clients Compatibility on different Browsers  

Windows Vista Home Edition  
Internet Explorer v.7 OK 
Google Chrome v.3.0 OK 

Servers Compatibility on different Operating Systems  
Windows Server 2008 OK 
Debian GNU/Linux v 5.0 OK 

Performance  
Loading Applet OK 
Performing Queries OK 

Security  
Personal data (phones and emails) are not publicly shown OK 
Database and program protected from unauthorized access OK 

Usability  
Simple and easy-to-use GUI OK 

Documentation and Maintainability  
Documentation of the Development Process OK 
User and Administrator Manual OK 
Code Documentation OK 
Documentation on Maintenance and Future Development OK 

Open Source  
The non-reused part is published with a CC  licence OK 

 
 

Other tests 
 
Some other tests and checks were done while developing the code. Still, these 

tests were left apart, because they are not formally documented. 
 
A testing process was started when loading the files in the database. Because the 

attributes of the data had different formats, methods where developed in the 
StructureManager class (which is in charge of checking the existing data loaded in 
the database). Besides that, each time new data is loaded in the system, the 
StructureManager automatically checks the integrity of the data, including the 
restrictions imposed in the data model and its consistency. 

 
Another practice assumed while developing the software (specially the ETL 

Module), was checking the automatically-generated logs of the Schema Module of 
the DEX library. This helped detecting errors and finding where the problem was. 

 
A tool developed by the DEX team called DexAdmin v.1.0 was also very useful. 

This software allowed opening an existing DEX database and viewing its content. 
This was handy, especially when checking if the data had been correctly loaded. 
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Examples of found errors 

 
Several errors were found while performing all these tests. To get an idea of how 

useful is the practice of testing while developing, a simple (but important) example 
is given for each type of test. 

 
For the JUnit tests, an important error found was that there had to be a 

functionality to check the input given by the user, before performing the query. 
Before developing the test, multiple errors occurred, because of the incorrect format 
of the input. When detecting this error, new methods were developed (along with 
new tests) and the problem was solved. 

 
On the non-functional test performed, an important aspect was compatibility. 

Initially, while developing, just one browser was used. Fortunately, with these tests, 
it became a routine to check if the developed code was compatible with the most 
popular browsers. 

 
And last but not least, it was essential while developing the ETL Module the use 

of methods that checked that the data loaded was correctly stored. Initially, just the 
automatically-generated logs were used. Afterwards, some specific methods were 
developed. And finally, the DexAdmin v.1.0 was used to check the final database. 
All this process helped, for example, detecting blank edges or duplicate data. 

 
 

2. Validation  
 
The process of validation was done with CCD continuously, mainly having 

meetings at the UPC. Some minor changes or comments were also done through email, 
due to its immediateness. 

 
Depending on the aspect being validated, presentations or prototypes were used. For 

example, when validating the queries, a simple PowerPoint presentation was created, to 
check the information that was shown. In case it was a functionality of the software, a 
prototype was developed, so it could be validated directly by the users. 

 
Still, the final validation was done right before the start-up process started, using a 

FAT (Factory Acceptance Test) document. This document is signed by the end-users 
and the developer to validate that the product delivered has been tested correctly while 
developing and that it covers the requirements asked by the users. By signing it, the user 
has a guarantee that the software works as expected, and the developer has a formal 
document saying that the user accepts the software. 

 
This document can be found signed by CCD coordinator and the developer at 

Appendix F 
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Start-up 
 
Once the implementation of the software was done, and that it was verified and 

validated by CCD, it had to be deployed in production mode. 
 
This process includes the requirements to run the software, its installation, the 

training and support given to the different users and the documentation developed. 
 
 
1. Requirements 
 
There are few requirements needed to run the software. In the first subsection, the 

requirements needed from the server are specified. In the second subsection, those from 
the client are detailed. 

 
 
Server 

 
The following are the requirements needed from the server to be able to run the 

developed software: 
a. At least 100MB of available hard-disk space 
b. At least 1GB of RAM 
c. TCP ports 1099 y 80 open 
d. Debian GNU/Linux 5.0 Operating System. 
e. Java Runtime Environment v. 1.6 

 
The operating system of the server is just a recommendation, as Java is portable 

and the same code can be run in any operating system. 
 
 

Client 
 
On the client side, the machine that connects to the server needs the following 

characteristics: 
a. At least 50MB of available hard-disk space 
b. At least 1GB of RAM  
c. TCP port 1099 open 
d. Internet connection of 1MB/sec download speed and 100KB/sec upload 

speed 
e. Windows Vista Home Premium Operating System 
f. Internet Explorer 7.0 browser 
g. Java Runtime Environment v. 1.6  

 
 

2. Installation 
 
Taking into account that this software is distributed, all the work was done on the 

server. All the process is detailed in the following subsections, as it has taken several 
different steps. 
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In general, to execute commands on the server, a connection via SSH was done. To 
do so, the PuTTY software was used.  

 
When uploading files to the server, the WinSCP program was used. 
 
 
Overview 

 
As the installation has several parts, the 

diagram at the right will give a general 
overview of the distribution of files on the 
server.  

 
 

Server 
 
In the first place, the server was 

deployed. The Database Manager was 
launched first, as it is the essential part of 
the application. Afterwards, the ETL 
Module was set. These two processes are 
explained in the following two sub-sections. 

 
 
Database Manager 

 
To do so, the *.java files 

corresponding to the “server” Java 
package had to be compiled. It is very 
important to be sure that the root path of 
the “DBMImpl.java” class is pointing to 
the root of the server. That way, the 
whole sub-tree under this root will have 
the same structure as it had while in the 
development stage. 

 
Once compiled, the 

corresponding *.class files are copied in 
the root path of the server, in the folder 
“Server”. The DEX library, “jdex.jar” 
has to be copied in this folder too, along with the policy file of java, called 
“java.policy.applet”. A blank folder “logs” has to be created, where the 
“error.log” and “info.log” are automatically saved. 

 
Now is the time of launching the Database Manager. As already specified 

in the Implementation section, to be able to run the application, the Java 
Runtime Environment v. 1.6 has to be available on the server. As shown in the 
previous diagram, it is supposed to be in the “Server” folder. 
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First, the RMI Registry has to be launched in the background, which will 
allow the clients to connect to the server. The command, in case using Linux, is 
the following: 

 
  > /server/jre-1.6…./bin/rmiregistry & 
 
In case using Windows, the following command is used: 
 
  > start c:/server/jre-1.6…./bin/rmiregistry 
 
Now, the server is launched from the root directory (parent of “server”). 

In this case, the Linux command is a bit more complicated: 
 

> /server/jre-1.6…/bin/java -cp /server/:/server/jdex.jar  
-Djava.rmi.server.codebase=file:///server/  
-Djava.security.policy=/server/java.policy.applet DBMImpl 
(all in one line, optionally with “&” at the end) 

 
In case using Windows, the following command is used: 
 

> c:/server/jre-1.6…/bin/java -cp c:/;c:/server/jdex.jar  
-Djava.rmi.server.codebase=file:c:/ 
-Djava.security.policy=server/java.policy.applet server.DBMImpl 
(all in one line) 

 
If the execution was correctly done, it should return the following 

message: “Server ready”. 
 
In case there is any error, or just to follow the different operations run at 

the server, two logs are automatically generated in the folder “logs”.  
 
 

ETL Module 
 
Once the server is running, the ETL 

Module will be set up, so it can, later on, load 
new data into the database. Of course, to be 
able to load new data, the server has to be 
stopped (but this will be explained later on, in 
the Administration manual).  

 
The diagram at the right gives the 

general structure of this module, as it is quite 
complicated. 

 
In the “ETL” folder, two important files are found. The first one is the 

DEX database itself, which is called “GDB.dex”. The second one is “config.txt”, 
which indicates the operation that the ETL Module has to perform. 
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After, there are several folders. The first one, “autoLogs” contains those 
logs that are automatically generated by the ScriptModule of DEX. The second 
folder contains files used by the ScriptModule, to create and load partially the 
database. This folder is called “config”. The next folder, as it name, “logs”, 
indicates, contains the logs generated by the ETL Module. There are two logs 
(“error.txt” and “info.txt”) automatically generated for each operation executed. 

 
The next folder, “Datos”, contains the data that is loaded into the DEX 

database. Original *.csv files have to be saved in the sub-directory “Originals”, 
where always a backup is saved. 

 
The last file, which is in the “/server” folder, is called “ETLModule.jar”. 

This file contains the files needed to start the ETL process. To generate this file, 
the “server.etl” Java package has to be exported to JAR using Eclipse. The 
generated file is saved in this folder. 

 
To start the ETL process, type the following command: 
 

> /server/jre-1.6…/bin/java -jar ETLModule.jar 
 
It will probably take some time to finish the executing, and some output 

is generated. Still, the whole process is explained in detail in the Administration 
Manual. 

 
 

Client 
 
For the deployment of the client, the 

structure of the right will be followed.  
 
In the first place, the two JARs files 

(“interface.jar” and “manager.jar”) will be 
generated. Later on, the rest of the structure is 
created. 

 
The first file, which is used by the client to 

connect with the server, is generated with the 
following command: 

 
> /server/jre-1.6…/bin/jar cvf 
/client/interface.jar 
/server/DBM.class 

 
And the second one is generated with the 

Export to JAR tool of Eclipse, on the “edu” folder of the development machine.  
 
Both files have to be signed, so the client can trust those files downloaded. To 

do so, the following two commands are launched: 
 

> /server/jre-1.6…/bin/jarsigner /client/interface.jar lukillas 
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> /server/jre-1.6…/bin/jarsigner /client/managerinterface.jar lukillas 
 
Now that they are both signed, both files and the “prefuse.jar” library have to be 

saved in the “Client” folder. It is important to also upload the certifier that was 
generated when signing both files. In the diagram, it is called “cert.crt”.  

 
The User Manual should be uploaded to this folder, so a user that might need the 

manual, has it available for download through the site. 
 
Last but not least, all *.html files have to be uploaded in the correct folders. 

Note that the file “index.html” is stored in the root path of the server. 
 
 

3. Training & Support 
 
This section explains what has been the training given and what kind of support was 

developed for the different users of the system 
 
There are three kinds of users. The first one (and most important) is CCD personnel. 

Another basic one is the Administrator of the database. The third one would be users 
that, even though not belonging to CCD, want to check the available database. 

 
 

CCD Personnel 
 
These users will use the database for a professional purpose and, depending the 

period, it can be used intensively. This is why a good training has to be done. 
 
In the first place, the application was deployed and the website shown. 

Afterwards, the users were left alone, to see if they could easily learn how to use the 
software, as it is very simple. Later on, it was asked if there was any question 
regarding the use of the application. None. 

 
Regarding the support, two documents were developed. These are detailed in the 

“Documentation” sub-section. 
 
 

Administration  
 
The Administrator has several other functions regarding the applications. In the 

first place, it has to maintain the server, which is out of the scope of the training and 
support given for the application.  

 
So the real first task of the administrator is performing backups of the database 

itself (“GDB.dex”) and, optionally, the rest of the software, logs and data. The 
second task consists of using the ETL Module, to check the database’s consistency 
and also loading new data. 

 
Because these two tasks require some training, this was given from the basics, 

explaining the structure of the application. Afterwards, the different configuration 
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files and logs were shown. Later on, how the ETL Module works, including the 
format of the files and where do they have to be stored. 

 
After this training, the Administrator Manual was introduced as support. This 

document is explained in the “Documentation” sub-section. 
 

 
Outside Users 

 
As outside users can not receive a direct training, support was given.  
 
First, when loading the application, some basic instructions are given on how to 

run queries and fetch information from the database. 
 
Besides that, the User Manual is also made available through a link, which 

allows the document to be downloaded to the personal computer of the user. 
 
 

4. Documentation 
 
The documentation described in this section was developed so the different users 

had support when running and managing the application. Regarding documentation on 
future development, check the “Maintenance and Future Development” section. 

 
There have been three documents developed to give support to the different users of 

the application. These documents have been written in Spanish, as the main users are 
Spanish speakers. 

 
 

User Documentation 
 
To give support to the users of the application, two documents have been 

developed. 
 
In the first place, there is a PowerPoint presentation that gives the general 

instructions on how the application is used. This presentation is meant to be an easy-
and-fast way for any user to start using the software, as it is very self-explicative. 

 
There is a second document, which is a detailed manual on the different 

functionalities of the software. This document has been elaborated to cover in detail 
all questions that regular users could have and that have not been specified in the 
presentation. 

 
Both of these documents are attached as Appendix G and H, respectively.  
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Administrator Documentation 
 
In this case, there is only one document: the Administrator Manual. This manual 

gives support to the advances users, which are in charge of the maintenance of the 
application. 

 
This maintenance includes performing backups of the database (so stopping and 

re-starting the application) and loading new data if needed (using the ETL Module). 
 
Other administrator’s tasks, like the maintenance of the server, are not included 

in this manual, as it is considered to be a task independent to the application. 
 
This Administrator’s Manual can be found attached as Appendix I.   
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Maintenance & Future Development 
 
This section is centred on the maintenance and future development of the 

application.  
 
 
1. Maintenance  
 
There are three two tasks that can be considered maintenance of the system. 
 
In the first place, the server must be checked and maintained, to be sure that the 

application is accessible and secure. Still, the maintenance of the server itself will not be 
discussed, as it is considered an outside task. 

 
On the other hand, backups should be done, especially of the database (the 

“CCD.dex” file). To do so, sensible files have to be copied regularly and kept secure in 
a different machine. 

 
Besides that, another main task is to load new data into the system. This should be 

done by the administrator of the system, as this is the person that has received the 
appropriate training.  

 
Still, the Administrator Manual, which can be found in Appendix I, gives detailed 

explanation on how to develop this task, so this should not be a problem for a newbie to 
perform these processes. 

 
 
2. Future Development 
 
This section is dedicated to the development task done having the application 

already delivered. This includes completing and improving already-implemented 
functionalities, or developing new ones. 

 
In the first sub-section, a recommended set of steps are detailed. Afterwards, the 

documentation available for development is introduced, so the eventual developer has 
all the available information accessible. 

 
 
Recommended steps 

 
The following is just some recommendations on how the development process 

should be done. Still, it is under the responsibility of the developer to apply these 
recommendations as willed, as each process has its own particularities. 

 
In the first place, the present document should be read and understood in detail. 

This will help the developer to get a general point of view of the application, with 
the different parts and modules. 
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It especially important to read the Implementation document, as it details what 
technologies and frameworks were used. These should be followed, as the structure 
of the developing machine was configured to work using them. 

 
Although already stated previously, it has to be reminded that the DEX library 

and the reused BIBEX visualization component have their own licence, found in the 
official DEX website. Both have been given for free for this specific project. 

 
As every good development process, testing and documentation should be 

developed and added to the original one (including eventual changes on this original 
documentation). 

 
Finally, there is plenty of documentation available to help the development of 

new features. These documents are introduced in the next sub-section.  
 
 

Available documentation 
 
There is a lot of documentation available for the developers of the application. 
 
In the first place, the development documentation is available. This includes the 

Analysis, Design, Implementation & Testing, Start-up and Maintenance. This allows 
the developer to get a detailed explanation on what has been done for the moment. 

 
The Administrator’s Manual should also be read, as there are several operations 

that have to be completely understood before developing new functionalities for the 
system. 

 
Afterwards, the some suggestions are given in the Roadmap document on new 

desirable functionalities that could be developed. These functionalities were 
established with CCD, which requested some features that could not be developed 
due to the lack of time. Still, this document, attached as Appendix D, just contains 
suggestions on future features that would be interesting to be developed. The final 
decision has to be made taking into account the new reality (user requirements, 
planning, etc…). 

 
And last but not least, a complete JavaDoc was developed for the code 

implemented specifically for this project (excluding the DEX library and the reused 
visualization component of BIBEX). This is especially useful for future developers, 
as it gives an accessible API that can be reused as desired.  

 
The DEX library has its own JavaDoc developed, which can be found in the 

official DEX website.  
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Planning 
 
Two plannings are introduced in this section. The first one is the theoretical one, 

which was developed at the beginning of the development process. The second one is 
the real timetable that was finally followed, as the process went on. These two 
plannings are detailed in the following two sections. The third section will compare 
both plannings, so see the differences. 

 
 
1. General Aspects 
 
Before specifying the original and final planning, some general aspects have to be 

detailed, to better understand these documents. 
 
In the first place, the methodology followed has been already explained in the 

“Target Definitiion & Introduction” section, which is strongly recommended to be re-
read. The methodology used clearly determines the planning that is going to be 
followed. 

 
The diagram of Figure 36 summarizes the general organization of developing a Data 

Warehouse project.  
 

 

Figure 36: Data Warehouse Methodology 

 
So, based on this methodology, the initial planning was established. This planning 

only covered the first iteration, having a unique release. This kind of methodology is 
especially useful when there are strong constraints on time (such as this case) because it 
is quite flexible. 

 
It has to be taken into account that there is a strong initial analysis, so future 

requirements could be taken into account when designing (even if these requirements 
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would not be covered by this first release). Afterwards, the design and implementation 
were quite basic, but at least, the core system was established so future development 
could be done. 

 
Once the main structure of the planning is introduced, the original planning made in 

the beginning of the project is detailed. Afterwards, the final planning is detailed, so a 
comparison can be done later on. 
 

 
2. Original Planning 
 
The original planning tried to make an approximation on how the development 

process should be, including milestones and turn-in dates. 
 
The following table gives a summary of this planning. Still, a Gantt diagram of the 

original planning can be found as Appendix A 
 

Task Days Due date 
First meeting 1 15 Sept 

Planning, index of memo 5 22 Sept 
First approach, Target Definition & Introduction 6 30 Sept. 

Introduction 12 30 Sept. 
Holiday - 12 Oct. 
Requirements Analysis 13 19 Oct. 
Source System Analysis, Documentation 5 26 Oct. 

Complete Analysis (desirable future)  18 26 Oct. 
Front End Design (basic screenshots) + check with CCD 5 2 Nov. 
Front End Design (advanced screenshots and queries) + 
check with CCD 

5 9 Nov. 

Preliminary memo of PFC 2 15 Nov. 
Data Model  5 16 Nov. 
ETL Design 5 23 Nov. 

Basic Design 20 23 Nov. 
Infrastructure + Front-End + Basic GUI + check with CCD 5 30 Nov. 
Holiday - 7-8 Dec. 
Show Graph + check with CCD 5 9 Dec. 
Database Manager + Basic Functionalities + check with 
CCD 

5 16 Dec. 

Advanced Functionalities + check with CCD 5 23 Dec. 
Holiday - 24 Dec.–

6 Jan. 
Data Model + ETL 5 13 Jan. 

Basic Implementation + Testing + check with CCD 25 13 Jan. 
Start-up + check with CCD 3 18 Jan. 
Final Presentation 4 22 Jan. 
Memo in English and Spanish 5 29 Jan. 

 
Still, when designing this planning, two variables had to be taken into account, but 

could not be fixed. The first one, was the final turn-in day. The final presentation had to 
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be done by the end of January, but the exact day would not be known until some weeks 
before. Thus, the final date had to be flexible. 

 
The second variable involved implementing the start-up (deployment, training of the 

users, etc..) right after the final presentation. This allowed playing with the final date 
and it could mean some extra days (if these were needed), to finish the documentation 
properly.  

 
 
3. Final Planning 
 
This second planning represents the schedule finally followed. Although the whole 

project tried to follow the original turn-in dates, these had to be adapted to the 
situations. Thus, some changes were done, and the final planning is summarized in the 
following table. The Gantt diagram can be found as Appendix B. 

 
Task Days Due date 
First meeting 1 15 Sept. 

Planning, index of memo, 5 22 Sept. 
First approach, Target Definition & Introduction 6 30 Sept. 

Introduction 12 30 Sept. 
Holiday - 12 Oct. 
Requirements Analysis 15 21 Oct. 
Source System Analysis, Documentation 8 2 Nov. 

Complete Analysis (desirable future)  23 2 Nov. 
Front End Design (basic screenshots) + check with CCD 5 9 Nov. 
Front End Design (advanced screenshots and queries) + 
check with CCD 

4 15 Nov. 

Preliminary memo of PFC 2 15 Nov. 
Data Model  6 23 Nov. 
ETL Design 5 30 Nov. 

Basic Design 20 30 Nov. 
Holiday  - 7-8 Dec. 
Infrastructure + Front-End + Basic GUI + check with CCD 7 9 Dec. 
Show Graph + check with CCD 5 16 Dec. 
Database Manager + Basic Functionalities 5 23 Dec. 
Holiday - 24 Dec.–

6 Jan. 
Advanced Functionalities 5 13 Jan. 
Data Model + ETL 5 20 Jan. 

Basic Implementation 27 20 Jan. 
Testing 5 27 Jan. 
Final Validation + check with CCD 5 3 Feb. 
Start-up 3 27 Feb. 
Memo in English 5 10 Feb. 
Final Presentation 10 24 Feb. 
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4. Comparison 
 
When comparing both plannings, there are several differences that can be noticed.  
 
On the first place, there was an error on the original planning. As it can be 

appreciated in the first summarizing table, the memo was to be done after the 
presentation. And this is not possible: it is mandatory to turn in the final memo and, 
afterwards, do the public presentation. This meant having even less time to develop the 
project 

 
Afterwards, as the project went on, the requirement analysis took more time than 

predicted. Concretely, it took an extra week to finish the requirement analysis.  
 
Also at the end of the implementation and testing phase, it took longer to close small 

details of the code, and preparing the different tests to be performed. This also delayed 
the original planning another week. 

 
As a consequence of these three factors, the final turn-in date and public 

presentation had to be delayed. This is why the final presentation date has been left for a 
month later, to be able to finish everything. 

 
Finally, to prevent delaying even more the final turn-in date, the start-up process 

(which includes training of the users) will be done after the final presentation.  
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Costs 
 
The purpose of this section is to detail the different costs associated to the 

development of this project. With this document we will be able to know in a deeper 
way the breakdown of the costs of the whole project. 

 
For a better traceability, each charged item will be classified in different sections. 

The last section is dedicated to the maintenance. The costs are monthly based. 
 
 
1. Human Resources 
 
In this section, all the costs related to the salary are explained. The amount of hours 

is separated in the different roles assumed by the student, and the different phases of the 
project, so the load of work is as detailed as possible. 

 
In this first table, the costs are detailed for the Software Engineer. His tasks are 

high-level and he is responsible of the project as a whole. This includes setting the 
planning, organizing and getting the general point of view of the software, analysing the 
requirements of the client and designing the whole program.  

 
 

CONCEPT COST 

Introduction and Planning 120h (15 days) 

Complete Analysis 160h (20 days) 

Basic Design 120h (15 days) 

Total of hours 400h 

Cost per hour 60 € / h 

Total 24,000 € 
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In this second table, the costs corresponding to the Developer and Tester are 

specified. As the design has been provided by the Software Engineer, the developer 
implements it and performs the testing phase. 

 
 

CONCEPT COST 

Basic Implementation 200h (25 days) 

Testing 40h (5 days) 

Total of hours 240h 

Cost per hour 25 € / h 

Total 6,000 € 

 
 
In this table, the costs assigned to the Technician are detailed. The technician is in 

charge of the last phases of the project. Once the project is implemented and tested, the 
technician compiles the final documentation, develops the different user manuals, is in 
charge of the training of the users and, finally, launching the project in production 
mode.  

 
The technician is also in charge of the maintenance of the project in the following 

months. Still, this last concept will be separated in a different section, called 
“Maintenance Costs” 

 

CONCEPT COST 

Documentation and Manuals 80h (10 days) 

Formation of the users 16h (2 days) 

Start-up on Production Mode 24h (3 days) 

Total of hours 120h 

Cost per hour 25 € / h 

Total 3,000 € 
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From the total amount, it also needs to be charged the IRPF (8%) and, according to 

the Spanish laws, some taxes apply as a percentage of the salaries, which is Seguridad 
Social (33%). This is detailed in the following table: 

 
 

CONCEPT COST 

Software Engineer 24,000 € 

Developer and Tester 6,000 € 

Technician 3,000 € 

Total 33,000 € 

IRPF (8%) 2,640 € 

Seguridad Social (33%) 10,890 € 

Final Amount 46,530 € 

 
 
2. Equipment 
 
All the devices needed for the system are included in the following table. Software 

licences include Windows Vista Home Edition and Microsoft Office Professional 2007, 
as the other software can be downloaded for free through the internet. 

 

CONCEPT COSTS 

Laptop 1,500 € 

Developing Mode Server (2 months) 100 € 

Printer 100 € 

Software Licences 850 € 

Total 2,550 € 
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3. Consumables 
 
There are some items required during the development of the project that are valid 

for a single time use i.e. that are not removable: 
 
 

CONCEPT UNIT COST AMOUNT  TOTAL  

Compact Disc 0.20€ 10 2€ 

Sheet 0.05€ 400 20€ 

Ink cartridge 30€ 4 120€ 

Print Memo 30€ 5 150€ 

Total 292€ 

 
 
4. Travel expenses 
 
During the development of the system, a total amount of eight meetings with the 

customer have been done. As CCD office is located in the Campus Nord of the UPC, 
quite outside Barcelona, trips from the centre of Barcelona to the Campus Nord must be 
charged. 

 
To get from the centre of Barcelona, to the Campus Nord of the UPC, and vice 

versa, taxis where hired with a charge of 20€ each travel. 
 

CONCEPT UNIT COST AMOUNT  TOTAL  

Taxi 20€ 16 320€ 

 
 
5. Additional cost 
 
There are some costs derived from the exploitation of the resources needed in order 

to develop the system: 
 

CONCEPT COST/MONTH  MONTHS TOTAL  

Electricity 40€ 6 240€ 

Internet Connectivity 80€ 6 480€ 

Total 720 € 
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6. Total 
 
The following table summarizes all previous costs, adding the mandatory VAT:  
 

CONCEPT TOTAL  

Human resources 46,530 € 

Equipment 2,550 € 

Consumables 292 € 

Travel expenses 320 € 

Additional costs 720 € 

Total 50,412 € 

Total (+16% VAT)  58,478 € 

 
 
7. Maintenance costs 
 
As stated in the introduction, this section is dedicated to the costs associated to the 

maintenance of the application. This includes the costs of the Technician in charge of 
maintaining the server and the application, the two servers (the one for Developing 
Mode and the other one for Production Mode) and other associated costs.  

 
These are detailed in the following table, always based on a month of maintenance: 
 

CONCEPT UNIT  TOTAL  

Technician + 8% IRPF + 33% SS 35.25 € 352.5 € (10h) 

2 Servers 50 € 100 € 

Additional Costs (Consumables, 
internet, electricity) 

100 € 100 € 

 Total 552.5 € 

 Total (+16% VAT)  641 € / month 
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Conclusions 
 

The present section wraps-up the consequences of the implementation of the 
software, along with the objectives achieved and the possible future steps. 

 
The last sub-section is dedicated to some personal notes and greetings. 
 
 
1. Impact of the project 

 
The impact of the project has been measured taking into account the immediate 

results that have been achieved and some expected results that hopefully will occur on 
mid-term. 
 
 

Immediate results 
 
The most evident immediate result is the use that CCD will give to the 

application when evaluating projects. In the next couple of months, a lot of projects 
asking for funding are going to be received by CCD.  

 
The program will be used to know if the participants have worked before in any 

project, what experience and knowledge they have, or they can even suggest with 
whom establish contact to develop a new project.  

 
On the other hand, as this application will be open to the public through CCD 

website, anonymous people will be able to query the database, and find out basic 
information of the projects developed by CCD. This can motivate the people and 
make them step forward and develop a project. 

 
 

Expected medium term results 
 
There are also a set of probable results that would be the result of using the 

application along the next several months. 
 
In the first place, the application would be for a daily use. Even to get personal 

data of the participants (telephone number or email) or to check the history of 
projects done by certain people. 

 
On the other hand, little by little, the data of the past years would be loaded, so 

more information would be available and the database will be even more useful.  
 
And, as it will be detailed in the next sections, the idea is to continue the 

development of the project collaborating with other NGO’s and institutions. This 
will allow further functionalities to be implemented, so increase the utility of the 
software. 
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2. Objectives accomplished 
 

From the set of objectives that were specified in the introduction of this memo, these 
are the accomplishments: 

1. The daily work of CCD has been improved. If data continues to be loaded 
into the database, the ancient EXCEL files will be left as backups. This 
software will significantly fasten their queries and will help them on their 
decision-making 

2. This application certainly uses a graph database (including a basic DBMS), 
being efficient and providing additional information that CCD could not 
easily obtain will their previous archaic system. To implement this database, 
DEX has been used, as the objectives specified 

3. A basic graphical user interface has been developed, so CCD members can 
perform queries.  The DBMS does not have a GUI, but has the basic 
functionalities needed, so CCD can easily use it. 

4. And last, but not least, a general understanding of Network Analysis has 
been achieved. Still, it has been quite basic, as the basic queries demanded 
by CCD did not require much analysis. 

 
As it can be realized by the previous list, most of the objectives established at the 

beginning of the project have been achieved. Maybe the last one has been partially 
accomplished, but it has been an interesting way to get the basics of Network Analysis. 
 
 

3. Future possible steps 
 
There are several future possible steps. As the project has established the basics, so 

future development can be done, multiple options are available. 
 
On the first place, development for CCD could be continued. There are multiple 

functionalities that could not be implemented, due to the strong restrictions of time. 
These possible functionalities have been detailed in the Roadmap document, Appendix 
D.  

 
Of course, as most of the project is Open Source, this development could be 

continued with other organizations or institutions. And the interesting part is that all 
these future developments can be profited by whoever uses the application, not only by 
the funder.  

 
There are already several organizations that are thinking on continuing the 

implementation. And, besides that, it would be really interesting to present the project to 
other universities, as most of them have similar funding programs and very close needs 
as CCD. 

 
Last but not least, another possible and interesting option is applying this technology 

to BI and DWH. Information Works seems interested in this field, as most of their 
products are focused on Data Warehousing.  
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Specifically, there are some contacts established with a group at Mallorca (Spain) 
that might be interested in applying the DEX technology to sustainability. Intermón 
Oxfam is also interested in this technology. 

 
 
4. Personal Experience and Special Thanks  

 
My personal experience has been great. I have personally learnt a lot, and not only 

on the engineering aspect.  
 
Although the development cooperation field has always been of my interested, I 

have never had the opportunity of applying my computer engineering knowledge to it. 
This project gave me the opportunity to get a closer look on this area. Besides that, 
applying the cold world of computers to a social cause has been very satisfying. 

 
On the engineering aspect, the use of new technologies (DEX, JavaScript-Java 

communication) and concepts (graph databases, network analysis) made of this project a 
really profitable experience. 

 
At the end, the whole process has been very successful, personally speaking. While 

developing, there has been a constant feeling of progress and learning. 
 
And because of this, I would like to thank, in the first place, David Franquesa and 

Josep Lluis Larriba. They gave me this great opportunity to develop this interesting 
project and kept me motivated during its development. Without their guides and 
knowledge, the project could not have been completed successfully. 

 
In this project, there have been other key actors. First, the members of CCD, that 

had the patience to answer my questions, explain their situation and have been working 
hard to get the data ready for the application. Secondly, the DEX development team, 
which gave the DEX library for free and gave me support, especially in the beginning, 
patiently answering my questions. On the other hand, Information Works, that 
supported me, gave professional advice and believed in the project. 

 
I would also like to specially thank all the people that supported me during my 

career and life. First and most important, thanks to my parents and brother, who gave 
me love and freedom on my decisions, along with the responsibility that comes with it. I 
love you so much! 

 
And, afterwards, to all my friends from Barcelona, Madrid, Cádiz and abroad: the 

“Comando Pepino” (which made my life in Madrid much more bearable), my “family” 
at Cadiz (which, although they are far away, I feel them really close), Kasaluche (which 
cheered me up in the last months at the university in Madrid), my new friends in 
Barcelona (that warmly welcomed me), the people from the university in Madrid 
(specially Carlos Pérez and the people around the Blue Team), the scouts from Cádiz 
and Madrid, the “French” people from around Toulouse, and, finally, the “Spanish 
Mafia” from Belgium. 
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Glossary of definitions and acronyms 
 

In this document, a lot of technical terms and acronyms are used, which might not 
be understood by the reader. In this subsection, these are explained. 

1. AJAX: Asynchronous JavaScript and XML, Technique used in web 
application development, which combines several different 
technologies. 

2. API: Application programming interface, Interface implemented by a 
software program to enable interaction with other software. 

3. Applet: Program written in the Java programming language which is 
included in an HTML page 

4. Attribute: Concrete property of a class 
5. BI: Business Intelligence, Skills, processes, technologies, applications and 

practices used to support decision making. 
6. BIBEX: Tool that allows a visual exploration, using a web interface, of a 

graph database that contains bibliographical data.  
7. Bug: Common term used to describe an error, flaw, mistake, failure, or fault 

in a computer program or system that produces an incorrect or 
unexpected result, or causes it to behave in unintended ways. 

8. Byte: Unit of digital information in computing and telecommunications. 
9. CC: Copyright licenses which grant certain "baseline rights",[ such as the 

right to distribute the copyrighted work without changes, at no charge. 
10. CCD: Centre de Cooperació per al Desenvolupament. 
11. Class: Set of variables, attributes and methods grouped as a concept.  
12. Client: Application or system that accesses a remote service on another 

computer system, known as a server, by way of a network. 
13. Compile: The action of translating source code written in a computer 

language into another computer language (the target language). 
14. CSV: Comma-separated values file, used for the digital storage, where each 

line in the CSV file corresponds to a row in the table. 
15. DBLP: Server that provides bibliographic information on major computer 

science journals and proceedings. 
16. DBMS: Database Manager System, a set of computer programs that controls 

the creation, maintenance, and the use of the database. 
17. Debian: Computer operating system composed of software released as free 

and open source software. 
18. Debug: Methodical process of finding and reducing the number of defects, 

in a computer program or a piece of electronic hardware thus making 
it behave as expected. 

19. Development Aid: Aid given by agencies to support the economic, social 
and political development of developing countries. 

20. DEX: High performance library to manage very large graphs or networks. 
21. Distribution: Bundle of a specific software (or a collection of multiple, even 

an entire operating system), already compiled and configured. 
22. DWH: Data Warehouse, Repository of an organization's electronically 

stored data designed to facilitate reporting and analysis 
23. Eclipse: Multi-language software development environment comprising an 

integrated development environment (IDE) and an extensible plug-in 
system. 

24. Edge: One-dimensional line segment joining two nodes 
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25. ETL: Extract, transform, and load, Process in data warehousing that 
involves extracting data from outside sources, transforming it to fit 
operational needs and loading it into the data warehouse. 

26. Framework: Re-usable design for a software system (or subsystem) which 
may include support programs, code libraries, a scripting language, or 
other software to help develop and glue together the different 
components of a software project. 

27. GDB: Graph Database, database model whose schema is viewed as a graph 
in which object types are nodes and relationship types are edges. 

28. GIS: Geographic Information System, System for creating, storing, 
analyzing and managing spatial data and associated attributes. 

29. GNU GPL: GNU General Public License, Widely used free software 
license, originally written by Richard Stallman 

30. GUI: Graphical User Interface, user interface which allows people to 
interact with programs in more ways than typing 

31. Hard disk: Non-volatile storage device that stores digitally encoded data 
32. Hardware: Physical components of the computer system. 
33. HTML: Hyper Text Markup Language, predominant markup language for 

web pages 
34. IDE: Integrated Development Environment, also known as integrated design 

environment, Software application that provides comprehensive 
facilities to computer programmers for software development. 

35. IRPF: Impuesto sobre la Renta de las Personas Físicas, Personal annual 
direct tax that is charged on the salary of physical people that live in 
Spain. 

36. ISP: Internet Service Provider, Organization that offers users access to the 
Internet and related services 

37. IW: Information Works, Enterprise focused on consultancy. 
38. JAutoDoc: Eclipse plugin for automatic adding Javadoc and file headers to 

Java source code. 
39. Java: Object-oriented high-level programming language developed by Sun 

Microsystems for machine-independent software 
40. JavaDoc: Documentation generator of API documentation in HTML format 

from Java source code 
41. JavaScript: Object-oriented scripting language used to enable programmatic 

access to objects within both the client application and other 
applications. 

42. JDK: Java Development Kit, a software bundle aimed at Java developers 
43. Join Operation: SQL and relational database operation that combines 

records from two or more tables in a database. 
44. JUnit: Unit testing framework for the Java programming language. 
45. JVM: Java Virtual Machine, part of the Java Platform that interprets (or 

possibly translates) Java bytecode 
46. Kernel: Central component of most operating systems 
47. Log: Record of sequential data 
48. Library: Collection of subroutines or classes used to develop software. 
49. Linux: Generic term referring to Unix-like computer operating systems 

based on the Linux kernel. 
50. Mailing list: Collection of names and addresses used by an individual or an 

organization to send information  to multiple recipients. 
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51. Markup language: Notation used to annotate a document's content to give 
information regarding the structure of the text or instructions for how 
it is to be displayed 

52. Method: Set of instructions that perform a concrete action.  
53. NA: Network Analysis, Relationships in terms of network theory consisting 

of nodes and edges. 
54. Neighbour (of a node): Subgraph of a given graph consisting of all vertices 

adjacent to a node and all edges connecting two such vertices. 
55. Network: Graph in which object types are nodes and relationship types are 

edges. 
56. NGO: Non Governmental Organization 
57. Node: One of the components of a graph, representing a piece of 

information. 
58. Object: In Java, an instance of a class or array 
59. OOP: Object-oriented programming, programming paradigm that uses 

"objects" to design applications and computer programs. 
60. OS: Operating system, Software that manages the hardware and software of 

a computer 
61. OSS: Open-source software, Computer software for which the source code 

and certain other rights normally reserved for copyright holders are 
provided under a software license that meets the Open Source 
Definition or that is in the public domain. 

62. Path (between nodes): sequence of nodes, such that from each of its nodes 
there is an edge to the next node in the sequence 

63. Pangea: ISP dedicated to education, cooperation and development. 
64. PAS: Personal Administrativo y de Servicios, Administrative and Service 

workers at the university.  
65. PDF: Portable Document Format, File format, in a manner independent of 

the application software, hardware, and operating system. 
66. PDI: Personal Docente Investigador, Teachers at the university.  
67. Plugin: Computer program that interacts with a host application (a web 

browser or an email client, for example) to provide a certain, usually 
very specific, function "on demand". 

68. Port: Virtual/logical data connection that can be used by programs to 
exchange data directly. The most common of these are TCP and UDP 
ports, which are used to exchange data between computers on the 
Internet. 

69. Portable: Software codebase feature to be able to reuse the existing code 
instead of creating new code when moving software from an 
environment to another. 

70. Prefuse: Java-based toolkit for building interactive information visualization 
applications. 

71. Prototype: Incomplete version of software, built so users can experience 
some of the proposed features or properties. 

72. RAM: Random access memory, Computer memory that can be read from 
and written to in arbitrary sequence in a very high speed 

73. Relational Database: Database that groups data using common attributes 
found in the data set. 

74. Repository: Storage location from which software packages may be 
retrieved and installed on a computer 
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75. RMI: Java Remote Method Invocation API, Java application programming 
interface that performs the object-oriented equivalent of remote 
procedure calls (RPC). 

76. RPC: Remote procedure call, Network protocol that allows a computer 
program running on one host to execute code on another host. 

77. Server: Combination of hardware or software designed to provide services 
to clients. 

78. Slime UML: UML modelling plug-in developed from scratch integrated into 
the Eclipse Software 

79. Social Network Analysis: Maps relationships between individuals in social 
networks. 

80. Software: Computer programs and other kinds of information read and 
written by computers. 

81. SSH: Network protocol that allows data to be exchanged using a secure 
channel between two networked devices. 

82. SXW: File format developed by OpenOffice.org. 
83. TIC: Technologies of Information and Communication 
84. TCP: Transmission Control Protocol, Transport layer protocol (L4) that is 

one of the core protocols of the Internet protocol suite 
85. UML: Unified Modeling Language, Standardized general-purpose 

modelling language in the field of software engineering. 
86. UNIX: Computer operating system. 
87. UDP: User Datagram Protocol, Simple transport protocol used in the 

Internet. 
88. UPC: Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya. 
89. UPCNet: Enterprise created by the UPC to give TIC support to the 

university 
90. Unstructured Data: Information that does not have a data model, thus 

difficult to process. 
91. VAT: Value added tax, Consumption tax levied on value added 
92. Vertex: Node in a graph. 
93. Web browser: software application for retrieving, presenting, and traversing 

information resources on the World Wide Web 
94. WWW: World Wide Web, System of interlinked hypertext documents 

contained on the Internet  
95. XLS: Microsoft Excel file format, a spreadsheet file format. 
96. XML: Extensible Markup Language, Set of rules for encoding documents 

electronically. 
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Appendix 
 

• A – Original Planning – Gantt Diagram 
• B – Final Planning – Gantt Diagram 
• C – Nomenclature 
• D – Roadmap 
• E – JUnit Tests 
• F – FAT 
• G – Presentation User Manual 
• H – User Manual 
• I – Administrator Manual 
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Appendix C – Nomenclature 
 
 

1. Overview 
 

This section has as objective describing the general rules when coding and 
developing. This is done to facilitate maintenance and to help a faster and higher-quality 
development.  
 
 

2. Rules while coding 
 
The software’s code has to follow a unified set of rules when naming methods, 

attributes and classes. The following subsections will focus on the different aspects of 
the code and its nomenclature. 

 
 
General rules 

 
These general rules apply for all names of the following sub-sections:  

a. The name has to be related to the function performed by the variable, 
method, attribute, etc…  

b. The types can be checked on the subsection “Type nomenclature” 
c. The language used will always be English  
d. All names always start lower-cased 
e. In case it is a compound name, all words are written together, with no 

separators, with the first letter of each word (besides the first word) in 
capital letter. Example: writeToFile 

 
 

Naming constants 
 
When naming constants, the entire name, even being compound, has to be 

written completely in capital letters: 
a. Nomenclature: type + name of constant  
b. Examples: 

i. sFILENAME: constant of type string that contains the name of a 
file 

ii.  iFILENUMBER: constant of type integer 
iii.  bTRUE: constant of type boolean 

 
 

Naming variables 
 
When naming variables, the following rules have to be followed 

b. Nomenclature: type + name of variable  
c. Exceptions: When the variables are going to be used only on iterations, a 

simpler notation is accepted. In general: i, j, k, ...  
d. Examples: 



i. sFileName: variable of type string which contains the name of a 
file 

ii.  iFileNumber: variable of type integer. 
iii.  i: variable used only in an iteration 

 
 
Naming attributes 

 
When naming attributes, the following rules are followed: 

a. Nomenclature: type + name of attribute  
b. Examples: 

i. iAge: attribute of type integer that contains an age  
ii.  sName: attribute of type string that contains a name 

 
 

Naming methods 
 
When naming methods, the following rules are followed: 

a. Nomenclature: name of the method  
b. Examples: 

i. validateAdress(): Method to validate an address. 
ii.  getFileName(): Method to obtain the name of a file.  

 
 

Naming classes or other components 
 

When naming a class or other components, the following rules are followed: 
a. Nomenclature: Name of the component 
b. Exception: The first letter is always in upper-case 
c. Example: 

i. QueryManager: Class which manages the different queries. 
 
 

3. Rules while commenting 
 
A description will be always included in the heading of each class and method, 

explaining its task and functionality. Besides that, additional comments will be added 
when the code could not be easily understood.  

 
The format that has to be followed has to comply with the standards of Java, to be 

able to generate automatically the JavaDoc document. This standard is as follows: 
a. All comments are done using the English language  
b. Examples: 

i. Heading of classes: 
/** 
 * @name Name of the class          
 * @purpose Brief description of the class.  
 * 
 * @author  author of the class 
 * @version  version of the code 
*/ 

 



ii.  Heading of methods: 
/** 
 * Returns an Image object that can then be painted 
 * The url argument must specify an absolute URL.  
 * <p> 
 * This method always returns immediately, whether or  
 * not image exists.  
 * 
 * @param  url  an URL giving the location of the image 
 * @param  location of image, relative to url argument 
 * @return      the image at the specified URL 
 * @see         Image 
 */ 
 public Image getImage(URL url, String name) { 
 try { 
     return getImage(new URL(url, name)); 
 } catch (MalformedURLException e) { 
     return null; 
 } 
 } 
 

 
4. General aspects while developing 
 
There are several aspects that have to be taken into account while coding 
 
 
Error treatment 

 
A description will be assigned for each error. Exceptions will be nested, so they 

can be traced down. 
 
 

Maintenance 
 
The code has to be implemented so that any developer can maintain it and work 

on it. The following aspects have to be considered: 
a. The code has to be well documented. 
b. Logical separation of methods in different blocks. 
c. Indentation has to be used on iterations, to facilitate the reading. 
d. Parentheses have to be used on logical or arithmetical operations to 

facilitate the reading. 
 
 

Structure 
 
The structure should follow a modular structure, separating the different classes 

depending on their functionalities.  
 
 



5. Type nomenclature 
 
The following table specifies what prefix has to be used for each possible type.  
 

Prefix Type 
b Boolean 
c Character 
d Double 
f Float 
i Integer 
l Long 
s String 
o Object 

 



Appendix D – Roadmap 
 
 

1. Version Nomenclature 
 

The nomenclature used for the versioning follows these rules: 
• Nomenclature: Primary Version.Secondary Version.Review Number 
• Details:  

o Primary Version: In-depth review of the product by the client and a new 
analysis requirement is done to update the roadmap 

o Secondary Version: New functionality in the product that does not mean 
a substantial change. 

o Review: Superficial review by the client or small modification or update 
of internal functionalities. These modifications or updates imply a more 
optimized implementation, fixing errors, etc…  

 
 
2. Versioning a product 
 
In this subsection, the process of versioning a product is detailed: 

• The initial version is named as 0.0.0. 
• For each new functional requirement implemented, the secondary version is 

incremented 
• If small modifications or reviews are done by the client in a specific 

functionality (still not being completely implemented), the number 
designating the review will be incremented 

• Once a full review of the product is done by the client, the primary version 
number is increased. When this happens, a new requirement analysis should 
be done and priorities re-arranged, to update the roadmap. 

 
 

3. Followed Roadmap 
 
The following table summarizes the roadmap followed until the present 1.0.0 

version. All these functionalities have been implemented. 
 

Title and description Module Version 
Basic loading of data: 

Load all files (projects and mailing list) corresponding 
to a specific year 
Check errors of JDex’s Script Module 
Load data of 2008 and 2009 
Load data of 2006 and 2007 

ETL y DB 0.1.0 

Improvements on loading data: 
Implement the restrictions on PAS/PDI 
Verify that blank values are erased 
Verify that there are no conflicts on “Vincle UPC” and 
show related errors 

ETL 0.1.1 

Integrity Verification: 
Implement general restrictions 

DB 0.1.2 



Implement cardinality restrictions 
Set “r” as default role for project earlier than 2007 
Post-process: trimming and erasing accents 
Check that the format of values are correct 
Check that ids are valid and unique 
Error management 
Check, when loading, that the number of columns in 
the original files are correct 
Erase previous logs before creating new ones 

Error log 
Add it to the ETL Module 
Add it to the DBM 
Add timestamp 

DB 0.2.0 

Info log 
Add it to the ETL Module 
Add it to the DBM 
Add timestamp 

DB 0.3.0 

Implementation of queries 
Implement all basic queries 
Removing accents and upper-cases of input 

DB 0.4.0 

Improving queries: 
Results can be limited to a range of years  

Check that the input is valid 
Results can show also projects with budget=”0” 
Q5 can be limited to only people in charge 
Check that all inputs are valid 

DB 0.4.1 

Basic visualization of graphs Prefuse 0.5.0 
Improve visualization of graphs 

Implement Zoom In, Zoom Out, Fit and Fix 
Show number of results 

Prefuse 0.5.1 

Implementation of the basic GUI structure 
Left panel to be able to launch queries 
Show the results on the central panel 

GUI 0.6.0 

Improve the GUI: 
Show detailed information of the nodes 
Show detailed information of the edges 
Show multiple values of “Vincle UPC” or “Dept, 
Centre and UE” 
Show basic statistics in the lower right panel 
Show basic info and error messages on GUI 

GUI 0.7.0 

Independent validation tool to verify data ETL 0.8.0 
Distribution of Client/Server 

Basic distribution 
Optimize distribution reducing the interface 

- 0.9.0 

General review on bugs and small modifications 
Develop JavaDoc 
Develop the testing 

- 0.9.1 

Final Review by CCD - 0.9.2 
Publication of the final version of the code, including its 
documentation 

- 1.0.0 



 
 

4. Recommended Roadmap 
 
The following table summarizes all functionalities that could be implemented in the 

future. These functionalities are organized by the priorities established by CCD.  
 

Title and description Module Version 
Improve Basic loading of data: 

“Centro Docente” multivalued 
Standardize the budget format 
Include substitutes of the person in charge. 

ETL 1.1.0 

Optimization and clean-up 
Clean-up AGraph and GraphPools 
Why eraseDuplicateEdges takes so long? 
Check ETL Module with old format 
Check post-process when there is a blank line in the 
configuration file  
Create fake config files and inject errors 
Check errors of the Prefuse log  
Optimize the division of nodes and post-process (leave 
it to the end or select() the year being loaded) 
Suggest erroneous or similar names.  

- 1.2.0 

Tool to export results to a CSV file (using the Java API 
jexcelapi?) 

GUI 1.3.0 

Extend logs 
What information is searched 
Nodes and edges clicked 
Data exported 

GUI 1.4.0 

Improve GUI 
Add CCD logo 
Bigger and centred graphs 
Colours for the different types of nodes 
Multiple graphs, remove search box 
Add technological area description 
Add wildcards to queries 
Improve stats: 

Change “most popular” to “more frequent” 
Add Dept, Centre and UE more frequent 

GUI 1.5.0 

Improve post-process 
Specify default values (budget, technological area) 
Change a specific value for another one 

ETL 1.6.0 

Security: restrict access to phones and emails  - 1.7.0 
Final Review by CCD - 1.8.0 
Publication of the final version of the code, including its 
documentation 

Verify nomenclature, generalize, parameterise and 
develop advanced JavaDoc 

- 2.0.0 

 
 



Besides the suggested roadmap attached above, there are some other functionalities 
that would be very interesting to implement: 

 
Title and description Module 
Convert automatically from XLS to CSV 
A complete ETL Module: 

Add new rows 
Update existing data 
Modify existing data 
Erase existing data 

Improve export tool: Select what fields are exported 

ETL 

Improve GUI: 
Edit what relationships and common attributes are shown  
Show a history of queries performed 
Allow the edition of the data directly from the GUI 
Expand and improve the statistics shown  
Export graph to JPEG 
Specify who is participant and person in charge (like Q5) 

GUI 

Add additional information to the DB  
Load tags automatically from the title of the projects 
Load tags from the annual CCD memo 
Load basic information of the organizations 
Load basic information of the countries through the PNUD 
website 
Load geo-localization tags for localizations 
Load starting and ending date for each project 
Specify what kind of collaboration an organization has with a 
project 

DB 

Create an agenda of collaborators: 
Add simple collaborators of projects 
Add members of organizations 

DB 

Automatic generation of documents: 
Generate the basic structure of the annual CCD memo 
Letters of confirmation for approved projects 
Generate the basic structure of a project’s memo, to help the 
people in charge 

GUI 

Implement advanced visualizations: 
Timelines 
Multidimensionals 
Interactive generation of new queries, combining filters and 
node-types 

GUI 

Improve queries 
Implement Q8 
Relate the continuity of a project along the different years 
Allow a generalization of queries (selecting if the output is 
projects or persons) and being able to apply multiple filters 
Allow multiple values separated by commas 
Suggest input using AJAX  
Implement sub-queries 
Implement SNA queries 

DB 



Using tags 
Historic 
Multidimensional: combining SNA + time 

Collaborating with IW, so this technology is applied to BI and DWH 
opensource projects 
Automatic detection of patrons and network organization based on a set 
of rules and triggers (weak relationships, strong areas, affinity, etc…) 

DB 

 
Still, this roadmap is just a set of recommended functionalities to be implemented. 

The final implementation has to take into account the present situation, developing time, 
etc… 





Appendix E – JUnit Tests 
 

 
Title and description Result 
server.ETLModule  
ConfigurationManager  

testReadConfigFileSize 
There is, at least, one operation to be performed 

OK 

testReadConfigFileValue 
The operation code’s assigned are correct 

OK 

testReadConfigFileValue2 
When the operation code is not correct, the error is detected 

OK 

DataManager  
testLoadDB1 

A correct year range is loaded correctly 
OK 

testLoadDB2 
An incorrect year range is detected 

OK 

testCheckDB 
The StructureManager is created correctly 

OK 

testCloseDB 
The graph database is always correctly closed 

OK 

testAssignGraphPool 
The GraphPool is always correctly assigned 

OK 

ETLManager  
testAssignDbGraph 

The GraphPool and the DbGraph are correctly assigned 
OK 

testPreProcessing 
A correct configuration text file performs the pre-process 

OK 

testPreProcessing2 
An incorrect configuration text file is detected 

OK 

testPostProcessing  
A correct configuration text file performs the pre-process 

OK 

testPostProcessing2  
If there is an error during the post-process, it is stopped. 

OK 

StructureManager  
testCheckData 

A correct database passes the test 
OK 

testCheckData2 
An incorrect database does not passes the test 

OK 

server  
DBMImpl  

testFindCentralType 
The central node’s type is correctly retrieved for each query 

OK 

testGetDataEdges 
The detailed info for a regular edge is correct 

OK 

testGetDataEdges2 
The detailed info for a shared attribute is correct 

OK 

testGetDataEdges3 
The detailed info for several shared attribute is correct. 

OK 



testGetDataEdges4 
The detailed info for an invalid edge is correct 

OK 

testGetDataNode 
The detailed info for a valid node is correct 

OK 

testGetDataNode2 
The detailed info returned for an invalid node is correct 

OK 

testGetMainAttribute 
The main attribute is correctly obtained for a Country node 

OK 

testGetMainAttribute2  
The main attribute is correctly obtained for a Person node 

OK 

testGetStatistics 
A query that gives results gives the correct statistics 

OK 

testGetStatistics2 
A query that does not gives results gives the correct statistics 

OK 

testGetType 
It returns the correct type for a given node 

OK 

testGetType2 
When an invalid node is given, an invalid type is returned 

OK 

testObtainNode 
The method gets the desired node 

OK 

testObtainNode2 
The method does not find any node with that input 

OK 

testObtainNode3 
The method obtains several valid results for a given input 

OK 

testPerformQuery 
A correct input gives the correct result 

OK 

testPerformQuery2 
A non-existent input gives zero results 

OK 

QueryManager  
testFirstQuery 

The first query returns the expected result 
OK 

testSecondQuery 
The second query returns the expected result 

OK 

testThirdQuery 
The third query returns the expected result 

OK 

testForthQuery 
The forth query returns the expected result 

OK 

testFifthQuery 
The fifth query returns the expected result 

OK 

testSixthQuery 
The query returns the expected result given an invalid value 

OK 

testSixthQuery2 
The sixth query returns the expected result 

OK 

testSeventhQuery 
The seventh query returns the expected result 

OK 

testSimpleQuery 
The generic query returns the expected result 

OK 

testGetMainAttribute 
For a given valid node, the correct main attribute is obtained 

OK 



testGetMainAttribute2 
For an invalid value, the expected exception is thrown 

OK 

testGetMainAttribute3 
For an invalid identifier, an invalid attribute value is obtained 

OK 

testGetResponsible 
For a given project, the correct responsible is obtained 

OK 

testGetStats 
The correct stats are obtained for a given query 

OK 

testObtainNode 
Multiples node identifiers are obtained for a given input 

OK 

testObtainNode2 
No node identifiers are obtained for a certain input 

OK 

testObtainNode3 
An expected exception is obtained with an invalid input 

OK 

FileManager  
testCreateInfoLog 

A valid info log is correctly created 
OK 

testCreateInfoLog2 
Expected result when creating two logs with the same name 

OK 

testCreateInfoLog3 
No info log created when an invalid path is given 

OK 

testCreateErrorLog  
A valid error log is correctly created  

OK 

testCreateErrorLog2  
Expected result when creating two logs with the same name 

OK 

testCreateErrorLog3  
No error log created when an invalid path is given 

OK 

testOpenFileReader 
A file is correctly opened and read 

OK 

testOpenFileReader2 
A non-valid file is not opened 

OK 

testOpenFileWriter 
A file is correctly opened and written 

OK 

testCopyFile 
A given file is correctly copied to another file 

OK 

testCopyFile2 
An incorrect file is not copied 

OK 

testEraseLogs 
All autoLogs and manual logs are correctly erased 

OK 

testEraseLogs2 
All autoLogs and manual logs (but the main) are erased 

OK 

testExistsData  
The method correctly verifies that a given file exists 

OK 

testExistsData2 
The method correctly detects that a given file does not exist 

OK 

testMoveFiles 
Two files that have been moved have the same content 

OK 

testMoveFiles2 
Two directories that have been moved have the same files 

OK 



testRemoveAccents 
Accents are correctly removed 

OK 

testRemoveAccents2 
An non-accented input returns the same output 

OK 

testRemoveAccents3 
A capitalized input returns the capitalized input unaccented  

OK 

testReplace 
Characters are replaced from a given file 

OK 

testReplace2 
If the given characters are not found, no replacement is done 

OK 

testWriteInfoLog 
A given word is correctly written in the info log 

OK 

testWriteInfoLog2 
If no info log is created previously, it can not be written 

OK 

testWriteErrorLog  
A given word is correctly written in the error log  

OK 

testWriteErrorLog2  
If no error log is created previously, it can not be written  

OK 

testWriteWordInfoLog 
A given word is correctly written in the info log 

OK 

testWriteWordInfoLog2 
If no info log is created previously, it can not be written 

OK 

testWriteWordErrorLog  
A given word is correctly written in the error log  

OK 

testWriteWordErrorLog2  
If no error log is created previously, it can not be written  

OK 

testClose 
Both logs are correctly closed 

OK 

testClose2 
The expected exception is obtained closing inexistent logs 

OK 

edu.upc.dama.bibex.applet.graph  
AGraph  

testInit 
The expected exception is obtained retrieving the JSObject 

OK 

testDestroy 
A correct destroy() is done 

OK 

testDestroy2 
Expected exception when destroying an incorrect AGraph 

OK 

 



Appendix F – Factory Acceptance Test 
 

 
Este documento, escrito por el desarrollador Lucas Pardo de Donlebún, y 

firmado por el coordinador del CCD, certifica que: 
 

1. Se ha desarrollado y se encuentra disponible la siguiente documentación: 
f. Documentación del desarrollo  
g. Documentación del código  
h. Documentación de validación 
i. Documentación de mantenimiento y desarrollo futuro 
j. Memoria del proyecto 
k. Manual de Usuario y Administrador 
 

2. Los elementos de hardware y software utilizados para realizar las pruebas 
durante el desarrollo del proyecto son los siguientes: 

l. Servidor con las siguientes características: 
i. Espacio libre en disco duro de, al menos, 100MB. 

ii.  RAM de, al menos, 1GB.  
iii.  Puerto TCP 1099 y 80 abierto 
iv. Sistema Operativo Debian GNU/Linux 5.0 
v. Java Runtime Environment v. 1.6 

m. Clientes con las siguientes características:  
i. Espacio libre en disco duro de, al menos, 50MB. 

ii.  RAM de, al menos, 1GB.  
iii.  Firewall con el Puerto TCP 1099 abierto  
iv. Conexión Internet de 1MB/seg de bajada y 100KB/seg de subida  
v. Sistema Operativo Windows Vista Home Premium 

vi. Navegador Web Internet Explorer 7.0 
vii.  Java Runtime Environment v. 1.6  

 
3. El software funciona de acuerdo con los requerimientos fijados por el usuario. 

Éstos requisitos se validan mediante el prototipo 
 

4. La batería de pruebas realizada, incluida en la documentación de validación, se 
han pasado satisfactoriamente. 
 

5. El software y los datos están protegidos mediante la gestión de permisos del 
servidor. Únicamente los usuarios autorizados tendrán permisos de escritura. 

 
 
En Barcelona, a 3 de Febrero de 2010. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lucas Pardo de Donlebún  Xavier Ortega Roig, coordinador del CCD 





Appendix G – Presentación de Usuario 
 

 
 
 



 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 



 
 
 
 



Appendix H – Manual de Usuario 
 
 

1. Introducción 
 
Con este manual se pretende explicar a cualquier usuario el uso básico de la 

aplicación. Se intentará utilizar un lenguaje claro y no-técnico para facilitar su 
comprensión. Aún así, objetivamente se trata de una aplicación muy sencilla, por lo que 
este manual se utilizará de manera puntual, para consultas muy concretas. 

 
 
2. Ejecución de la aplicación 
 
El acceso a la aplicación se realiza a través de un navegador web y son necesarias 

una serie de tecnologías. Es por eso que, en primer lugar, se detallarán los requisitos 
básicos del programa. Más tarde, se explicará cómo lanzar la aplicación en sí. 

 
 
Requisitos para la ejecución de la aplicación 

 
Hay una serie de requisitos básicos para que la aplicación funcione 

correctamente. Si no cumple alguno de estos requisitos, puede intentar igualmente 
probar a acceder a la aplicación, pero el correcto funcionamiento no está 
garantizado. 

 
En primer lugar, necesitará el sistema operativo Windows Vista y uno de los 

siguientes navegadores: 
• Internet Explorer v.7 
• Google Chrome v.3.0 

 
Por otro lado, es necesario tener habilitado JavaScript. Para activar JavaScript en 

el Internet Explorer 7, acceda a la aplicación y haga clic en Herramientas > 
Opciones de Internet > Configuración de seguridad > Automatización > Active el 
punto Automatización de los subprogramas de Java, y también Secuencias de 
comandos ActiveX.  

 
Además, la barra de estado también tiene que estar habilitada. Para habilitarla en 

Internet Explorer, haga clic en Herramientas > Barras de herramienta > Barra de 
estado.  

 
Por otro lado, se ha de tener instalado una máquina virtual de Java. La mínima 

requerida es la versión 1.6. Para instalar la última versión disponible hasta la fecha, 
puede acceder a la siguiente dirección: http://java.com/download  

 
 

Lanzar la aplicación 
 
Para lanzar la aplicación, tendremos que conectarnos a través de uno de los 

navegadores mencionados en la sección anterior, y acceder a la siguiente página 
web: 



www.upc.edu/ccd/app  
 
Al acceder a la página, tal vez se muestre un mensaje informando de la 

necesidad de autorizar la ejecución de Applets de Java. Aceptamos y esperamos a 
que éste se cargue.  

 
Sabremos que la carga ha finalizado correctamente cuando no aparezca el 

símbolo de Java y abajo, en la barra de estado, nos aparezca el mensaje: 
“Miniaplicación AGraph started”. 

 
 

3. Pantalla general 
 
Una vez cargado el applet, estaremos en la pantalla general de la aplicación. La 

organización es bien sencilla.  
 
A la izquierda encontramos el panel de consultas, desde donde introduciremos los 

parámetros de búsqueda y lanzaremos la consulta.  
 
En parte central se mostrarán los resultados en forma de grafo. Esta grafo lo 

podremos manipular y nos permitirá acceder a información detallada de cada uno de los 
nodos y aristas. 

 
La parte derecha está divida en dos partes. La superior nos mostrará la información 

detallada del nodo o arista en el que hagamos clic. En la parte inferior, cada vez que 
ejecutemos una consulta, nos aparecerá información estadística asociada a esa consulta. 

 
Por último, la barra de estado. Esta barra, que se encuentra en cualquier navegador, 

en la parte inferior, nos mostrará mensaje informativos, ya sea de errores o de 
información del estado de la aplicación. 

 
A continuación, se entrará en los detalles de cada una de las partes y su 

funcionamiento. 
 
 
4. Pantalla izquierda 
 
Como ya se ha comentado anteriormente, desde la parte izquierda podremos lanzar 

las consultas. En primer lugar, se explicarán aspectos generales a tener en cuenta al 
lanzar las consultas. Luego, se mostrarán las restricciones generales que se pueden 
aplicar a todas las consultas. Más adelante, se comentan cada una de las consultas en 
detalle. 

 
 
Aspectos generales 

 
Al lanzar una consulta, se pueden generar tres tipos de resultados, que son 

debidamente informados en la barra de estado: 



a. Que no se haya encontrado ningún resultado. En tal caso, se mostrará un 
mensaje en la barra de estado y la pantalla central mostrará un panel en 
blanco 

b. Que se haya encontrado un resultado. En este caso, se mostrará el 
resultado en la pantalla central. Puede ocurrir que el texto introducido 
por el usuario haya sido parcialmente escrito. Por ejemplo, que haya 
escrito “Seneg” en lugar de “Senegal”. En este caso, se informará en la 
barra de estado que la consulta se ha realizado con el texto “Seneg” y que 
la única entrada coincidente es “Senegal” y, por tanto, ése es el resultado 
devuelto. 

c. Que se hayan encontrado múltiples resultados. En este caso, se mostrará 
el primer resultado en la pantalla central. La barra de estado informará 
que ha habido varios resultados, cuál se está mostrando, y cuáles han 
sido los otros valores encontrados. Así, el usuario puede volver a realizar 
una búsqueda con alguno de los otros valores encontrados. 

 
 
Restricciones generales 

 
Hay únicamente tres restricciones generales que afectan al conjunto de 

consultas.  
 
Por un lado, la primera nos permite indicar si queremos que en la consulta se 

tengan en cuenta todos los proyectos, o sólo aquellos aprobados. Por defecto, sólo se 
tienen en cuenta los aprobados. Si se activa la casilla, se tendrán en cuenta todos 
(aprobados y no aprobados). 

 
Por otro lado, también podremos limitar la búsqueda por años. Si se dejan los 

campos en blanco (por defecto), la búsqueda se aplicará a toda la base de datos. En 
caso de que se introduzcan valores válidos (valor numérico que representa un año), 
la consulta se realizará teniendo en cuenta esta restricción.  

 
Si únicamente se introduce el primer valor, se tendrán en cuenta los datos a 

partir de ese año (incluido). Si se introduce el segunda parámetro, el límite superior 
será ese año (incluido). Si se introducen ambos parámetros, el rango será el indicado 
(ambos inclusive). 

 
Por ultimo, especificar que tanto las mayúsculas como los acentos se ignoran en 

el texto que se introduce en la consulta.  
 
 

Consultas individuales 
 
A continuación, se mostrará el funcionamiento de cada una de las consultas 

individualmente: 
 
 



Q1: País 
 
La primera consulta devolverá todos aquellos proyectos que se han 

desarrollado en un país concreto. Por tanto, se ejecuta introduciendo un nombre 
de un país y pulsando el botón “Buscar”. 

 
 

Q2: Persona y Área Tecnológica 
 
Esta segunda consulta ofrece una funcionalidad un poco más avanzada. 

Nos permite encontrar gente relacionada con un área tecnológica concreta que 
no haya trabajado previamente con una persona dada.  

 
Es decir, si se introduce una persona “A” y un área tecnológica “410”, la 

consulta nos devolverá gente que ha trabajado en proyectos con área tecnológica 
“410” pero que no ha compartido proyecto con “A”. 

 
Esta consulta puede resultar útil para una persona “A” que quiere 

desarrollar un proyecto en un área tecnológica concreta. Así, le generará una 
lista de contactos relacionados con los que ponerse en contacto para iniciarlo. 

 
 

Q3: Departamento, Centro o Unidad Estructural 
 
En este caso, con esta consulta podremos obtener todas aquellas personas 

relacionadas con un departamento, centro o unidad estructural que han realizado 
proyectos subvencionados por el CCD. 

 
Cualquier texto que introduzcamos como parámetro, será buscado en 

estos tres atributos y devolverá una red de personas relacionadas con este 
departamento, centro o unidad estructural. 

 
 

Q4: Área Tecnológica 
 
Esta cuarta consulta consiste en devolver todos aquellos proyectos 

desarrollados en un área tecnológica.  
 
Por lo tanto, hay que introducir un valor numérico correspondiente con 

un área tecnológica y la base de datos devolverá todos los proyectos que estén 
relacionados con ésa área tecnológica. 

 
 

Q5: Persona 
 
En este caso, la consulta consiste en devolver todos los proyectos en los 

que ha participado o ha sido responsable una persona dada.  
 
Además, podemos limitar aún más esta condición y que nos devuelva 

sólo aquellos proyectos en los que la persona ha sido responsable. 



 
 

Q6: Organización 
 
Esta sexta consulta funciona de manera similar a la cuarta, pero en este 

caso, se trata de organizaciones.  
 
Por tanto, se introduce el nombre de una organización y devuelve todos 

aquellos proyectos en los que la organización se ha visto involucrada. 
 
 

Q7: Palabra 
 
La última consulta nos permite buscar el texto introducido en toda la base 

de datos. La búsqueda se realizará en todos los campos, ya sean países, 
localizaciones, número de teléfono o cualquier otro atributo.  

 
El grafo resultante tendrá como nodo central el texto introducido y, en 

torno a él, todos los tipos de nodos que se han encontrado (ya sean países, 
organizaciones, personas, etc…). 

 
 

5. Pantalla central 
 
La pantalla principal, situada en el centro, se puede dividir en dos partes. Por un 

lado, la barra de herramientas, que se explicará en primer lugar, y el área de grafos, que 
se detallará más adelante. 

 
 
Barra de herramientas 

 
La barra de herramientas únicamente está activa cuando se está mostrando un 

resultado en la pantalla central.  
 
Esta barra está compuesta por varios botones, explicados a continuación. 
 
El primer botón ajusta el grafo obtenido, para que se muestre completo. Esto 

incluye centrarlo y acercarlo o alejarlo según sea necesario. 
 
El segundo botón nos permite hacer un Zoom y acercarnos. El tercero realiza la 

operación inversa, alejándonos del grafo. 
 
El cuarto botón, teniendo un nodo seleccionado, centra la visualización en ese 

nodo, ignorando el resto. 
 
El quinto botón es especialmente útil para parar la animación del grafo. Por 

ejemplo, al obtener un resultado, los nodos automáticamente se recolocan para que 
se distribuyan homogéneamente en el espacio disponible. Si deseamos parar el 
movimiento, pulsamos este botón.  

 



El sexto botón (eventualmente) permitirá generar un archivo de texto en el que 
se exportarán los datos obtenidos como resultado. Este fichero se podrá abrir con un 
editor y contendrá toda la información mostrada en el grafo, junto con la 
información detallada. 

 
El resto de los botones y la caja de búsqueda no funcionan actualmente. 
 
 

Visualización general 
 
El resto del panel permite mostrar gráficamente los resultados. Los nodos se 

mostrarán con el identificador. Por otro lado, las aristas mostrarán relaciones entre 
nodos. En el caso de que haya atributos en común, se mostrará un número en la 
arista. El número indica la cantidad de atributos comunes que comparten ambos 
nodos. 

 
Por otro lado, los grafos se pueden mover y pausar, con ayuda del quinto botón. 
 
Por último, sobre los nodos se puede hacer clic, para que nos aparezca 

información detallada de éste en la pantalla derecha. Igualmente, si se hace clic 
sobre una arista con número (es decir, que indica que hay atributos en común entre 
dos nodos), estos atributos comunes se muestran también en la pantalla derecha. 

 
 

6. Pantalla derecha 
 
Como ya se ha explicado en las secciones previas, este panel está dividido en dos 

partes.  
 
La superior, donde se muestra la información detallada del componente en el que se 

ha hecho clic. En el caso de que sea un nodo, se muestra la información asociada 
disponible. Si es una arista, en caso de que tenga atributos compartidos entre dos nodos, 
esta información se muestra. En caso contrario, se le indica al usuario que no hay 
atributos comunes que mostrar. 

 
La parte inferior muestra las estadísticas de la última consulta realizada. Estas 

estadísticas están compuestas por:  
a. Número de nodos mostrados 
b. Atributos más comunes compartidos por los nodos mostrados 
c. Proyecto más reciente y antiguo 
d. Presupuesto total obtenido por el total de proyectos mostrados 
e. Porcentaje que representa el resultado del total de nodos del tipo 

mostrado. 
 
 

7. Salir de la aplicación 
 
Para salir de la aplicación, únicamente tendremos que cerrar la ventana del 

navegador o introducir la dirección de una nueva página web. 



Appendix I - Manual de Administrador 
 

 
1. Aspectos Generales 
 
En esta sección se presentan una serie de aspectos generales respecto al 

mantenimiento de la base de datos, que incluye realizar periódicamente copias de 
seguridad de la base de datos y gestionar la base 
de datos (creación, carga de datos y su 
comprobación). 

 
En cuanto al mantenimiento del servidor, 

este aspecto se considera fuera del ámbito del 
mantenimiento del software, por lo que no se 
cubrirá en este documento. 

 
Además, comentar un par de puntos que 

también se podrían considerar fuera del ámbito 
de este documento. Aún así, se especifican, por 
si fuera de utilidad. 

 
Por un lado, es necesario crear una nueva 

base de datos (es decir, crear un nuevo DbGraph 
y volver a cargar todos los archivos) cada vez 
que se cambie de servidor, ya que la base de 
datos es binaria y, por tanto, dependiente del 
sistema. 

 
Por otro lado, comentar que el software no 

se tiene que recompilar si el servidor cambia, ya 
que Java es portable. Por lo tanto, para distribuir 
el software en otros servidores, se puede copiar 
tal cual. 
 

Por ultimo, recordar que la estructura que se 
ha seguido es la misma que en la sección “Start-
up”. La estructura se indica en el diagrama a la 
derecha. 

 
 
2. Copias de seguridad 
 
Las copias de seguridad (o backups) se deberían de realizar periódicamente, y 

siempre antes de realizar una operación ETL, por si hay errores, tener la antigua base de 
datos disponible. 

 
Para realizar las copias de seguridad, únicamente tendremos que parar el gestor de 

base de datos, copiar el archivo de la base de datos y relanzar el gestor. 
 



Tanto la operación de parar el gestor, como volver a lanzarlo, está especificada en la 
sección “Operaciones habituales”. Para realizar la copia en sí, nos conectaremos por 
FTP al servidor y copiaremos el archivo “GDB.dex” del servidor a nuestro ordenador. 
También la operación de FTP está explicada en el apartado de “Operaciones 
habituales”. 

 
Por otro lado, también es recomendable tener una copia de seguridad de los datos 

originales que ya se han cargado, por si hay que volver a generar la base de datos.  
 
 
3. Modulo ETL 
 
Esta sección se dedica a la comprobación y carga de datos en la base de datos. Este 

proceso se hace mediante el módulo ETL. En primer lugar, se presenta el módulo en 
general. En la segunda subsección, se presenta la estructura de este módulo y su 
funcionamiento general. Por último, se muestran las cuatro operaciones disponibles y su 
funcionamiento. 

 
 
Presentación 

 
El módulo tiene un funcionamiento muy sencillo. Obtiene los datos a comprobar 

o cargar de una localización concreta. Extrae la información necesaria y consulta 
qué operación es la indicada por un archivo de texto definido por el usuario.  

 
Una vez que tiene los datos, y sabe qué operación tiene que realizar, ejecuta la 

operación. Mientras ejecuta dicha operación, crea dos logs. Estos logs sirven para 
guardar información de la operación realizada. Por un lado, hay un log de error, que 
almacena datos de errores (si se produce alguno). En caso de que no se produzcan 
errores, el archivo se queda vacío. Por otro lado, hay un log de información, que ve 
indicando qué operaciones se han realizado y en qué momento.  

  
 

Estructura general 
 
En primer lugar se comenta la estructura que tiene el módulo. 
 
Como se puede observar en la estructura de la 

derecha, hay únicamente una carpeta raíz y cuatro 
subcarpetas.  

 
En la carpeta raíz encontramos la base de datos en 

sí, llamada “GDB.dex”. Aquí es donde se almacena 
toda la información disponible, por lo que es el 
archivo más importante del sistema. Por otro lado, 
encontramos el archivo “config.txt”. Este archivo es el 
que indica qué operación queremos que realice el módulo ETL. La estructura interna 
del archivo está comentada en el mismo archivo. Aún así, está compuesto por una 
seria de comentarios (líneas que comienzan por los caracteres //) y las cuatro 
operaciones disponibles.  



 
La primera subcarpeta se llama “autoLogs”. Esta carpeta contiene una serie de 

logs que se crean automáticamente al realizar operaciones ETL. Salvo casos muy 
concretos, estos archivos se pueden ignorar y no tienen valor a nivel de 
administrador. 

 
La segunda subcarpeta, llamada “config”, contiene una serie de archivos de 

configuración, que definen la estructura de la base de datos, y de cómo se realiza la 
carga básica. De todos los archivos que hay, únicamente hay tres importantes (ya 
que el resto se generan a partir de estos tres principales).  

 
En primer lugar, el archivo llamado “schema.def” define la estructura de la base 

de datos. El formato interno del archivo se puede consultar en la documentación de 
la librería JDex, pero no debería de ser modificado.  

 
Por otro lado, los otros dos archivos, llamados “load.def” y “loadAnt.def”, se 

encargan de la carga básica de datos. El primero es para aquellos datos que 
correspondan con años posteriores al año 2007, ya que contienen cuatro archivos 
(los proyectos O, S y U, además de las listas de correo). El segundo es para cuando 
no existen las listas de correo. En cualquier caso, tampoco ninguno de estos dos 
archivos se debería modificar. 

 
La siguiente subcarpeta, llamada “datos”, contiene los datos que se van a cargar 

en la base de datos. Dentro de esta subcarpeta, los archivos originales se tienen que 
copiar por el usuario en la carpeta “originals”. Para siempre tener una copia de 
seguridad, estos archivos se duplican automáticamente antes de cualquier operación, 
para reducir riesgos de pérdida de datos. 

 
Por último, la subcarpeta “logs” contiene todos los logs de error y de 

información. Los más importantes son los llamados “infoMain.log” y 
“errorMain.log”, que contienen la información más general de las operaciones. Para 
consultar las acciones realizadas por una operación en concreto, deberemos abrir los 
logs particulares de cada una de estas operaciones. 

 
En resumidas cuentas, el administrador, al realizar operaciones ETL, únicamente 

se tiene que preocupar del archivo “config.txt” y de que los datos se encuentren en 
el lugar adecuado, con el formato adecuado. El resto son archivos de configuración 
y logs (que deben ser consultados si se produce algún error en las operaciones). 

 
 

Funcionamiento general 
 
En primer lugar, indicar que para cualquier operación ETL que se quiera 

realizar, se debe de parar el gestor de base de datos, realizar la operación y relanzar 
el gestor de la base de datos nuevamente. Las instrucciones para parar y relanzar el 
gestor se explican en la sección “Operaciones habituales”. 

 
En primer lugar, se dan ciertas generalidades sobre las cuatro operaciones 

disponibles. Más adelante, se muestran cada una de las operaciones 
independientemente 



 
 

Generalidades 
 
En primer lugar, hay que tener en cuenta varios aspectos que aplican a 

casi todas las operaciones ETL. Por un lado, está la copia de los datos a 
comprobar o cargar, en el lugar correcto, con el formato correcto. Y en segundo 
lugar, la copia del archivo de configuración donde se indican las operaciones a 
realizar. 

 
Para realizar la subida de archivos, se recomienda utilizar un programa 

SFTP. Todo el proceso de subida de archivos mediante SFTP se encuentra 
explicado en la sección de “Operaciones habituales”.  

 
Los archivos de datos que se tienen que subir a la carpeta indicada, tienen 

que cumplir una serie de requisitos. En primer lugar, los datos se tienen que 
guardar con el nombre “datosXYYYY.csv”, donde X es el tipo de dato que 
contiene (O, S, U o E – lista de correo) e YYYY corresponde con el año. Por 
ejemplo, “datosE2008.csv” corresponde a los datos de la lista de correo del año 
2008. Es importante resaltar que los datos tienen que guardarse como CSV. Para 
ello, la operación es muy sencilla. Se abren los datos con el programa Microsoft 
Excel. Se hace clic en el menú Archivo > Guardar Como… Se indica el lugar 
donde guardar el archivo y, en el submenú “Tipo de archivo”, se indica CSV 
(valores separados por comas). Antes de guardar, indicar el nombre del archivo 
según el formato indicado anteriormente. 

 
Una vez el archivo tiene el nombre y el formato correcto, se puede 

proceder a la subida de los datos en la carpeta “Server/etl/datos/originals” 
mediante el programa SFTP. 

 
Luego, hay que indicar qué operaciones queremos que se realice. Para 

ello, hay que abrir el archivo “config.txt” en nuestro ordenador e indicar una 
operación por línea. La manera de indicarlo y las operaciones disponibles se 
presentan en la siguiente subsección. 

 
Una vez que tenemos preparado el archivo de configuración, también 

tenemos que subirlo mediante el programa SFTP, a la carpeta “Server/etl”. 
 
Cuando tenemos los datos y el archivo de configuración listos, podemos 

proceder a ejecutar el módulo ETL. Una vez más, recordar que para ejecutar el 
módulo ETL hay que parar el gestor de bases de datos y, una vez terminada la 
operación ETL, relanzarlo. Ambas operaciones se explican en la sección 
“Operaciones habituales”. 

 
 

Ejecutar el módulo ETL 
 
Para ejecutar el módulo ETL, hay que introducir el siguiente comando:  
 

> /server/jre-1.6…/bin/java -jar /server/ETLModule.jar 



 
 

Las cuatro operaciones: 
 
El archivo de configuración “config.txt” se compone de varias líneas de 

texto. Todas las que empiezan por los caracteres “//” son comentarios, por lo que 
se ignoran. 

 
Aparte de los comentarios, las únicas líneas válidas corresponden con 

una de las cuatro operaciones: 
1. CheckFiles XXXX: realiza una comprobación de los datos de los 

años indicados. No crea ni destruye información, por lo que la 
base de datos original no se modifica 

2. CheckDB: comprueba la consistencia de la base de datos actual 
en uso, comprobando que los datos son correctos. 

3. NewFiles XXXX: añade los datos indicados a la base de datos 
existente, por lo que únicamente añade información (sin destruir 
nada). Además, realiza una comprobación de toda la base de 
datos. 

4. NewDB XXXX: crea una nueva base de datos con los datos 
indicados, destruyendo la base de datos existente, y realiza una 
comprobación de consistencia de la nueva BBDD 

 
Para indicar los datos a utilizar, hay que sustituir XXXX por una de las 

dos opciones siguientes: 
• Un año. Por ejemplo: 2007 
• Un rango de años. Por ejemplo 2005-2008 (que implica los años 

2005, 2006, 2007 y 2008) 
 
Siempre es muy recomendable que, antes de realizar una de las dos 

última operaciones (que implica añadir información a la base de datos existente, 
o crear una nueva base de datos), se realice la primera operación. Es decir, 
comprobar que si los datos a cargar son consistentes entre ellos. Eso nos evitará 
muchos problemas al realizar la carga final de datos. 

 
Después de realizar una operación ETL, es recomendable siempre 

comprobar los archivos de logs de la carpeta “logs”, para verificar que no ha 
habido ningún error. 

 
 

4. Operaciones habituales 
 
En esta sección se presentan una serie de acciones cotidianas que el administrador 

tendrá que realizar habitualmente. Es por ello que se le ha dedicado una sección aparte, 
para facilitar su consulta. 

 
 



Conectarse por SSH 
 
En primer lugar, lanzamos el programa PuTTY de nuestro ordenador. 

Necesitaremos la dirección IP del servidor al que nos queremos conectar, y el 
nombre de usuario y contraseña de acceso. Los datos de acceso nos lo tienen que dar 
el administrador de nuestro servidor, al que nos queremos conectar. El puerto 
siempre es 22. 

 
A continuación, nos aparecerá una pantalla en blanco y negro. Para acceder a 

una carpeta, ejecutamos el comando: 
 

> cd nombre_de_carpeta 
 
Para “subir” de una carpeta y acceder a la raíz, ejecutamos: 
 

> cd .. 
 
Para salir del programa, simplemente cerramos la ventana 
 
 

Parar la base de datos 
 
Para realizar esta operación, tendremos que parar dos procesos, con lo que 

tendremos que acceder al servidor mediante SSH. 
 
 Una vez accedido al servidor, ejecutamos el comando en Windows: 
 

> tasklist (procesos que se están ejecutando) 
 
Buscar el número que corresponda con los programas “rmiregistry” y 
“DBMImpl”. Ejecutar dos veces este comando, una vez con cada 
número: 
 

  > taskkill /F /PID XXX 
 

Si estamos en un servidor Linux, se ejecuta el comando: 
 

> ps -aux  (procesos que se están ejecutando) 
 
Buscar el número de la segunda columna que corresponde con el programa 

“rmiregistry” y “DBMImpl”. Ejecutar dos veces este comando, una vez con cada 
número. 

 
> kill -9 XXX 

 
 

Lanzar la base de datos 
 
En primer lugar, navegamos hasta la carpeta raíz (la carpeta “padre” de 

“Server”). 



 
En el caso de que queramos lanzar el gestor de base de datos en un servidor que 

funciona con Windows, tendremos que ejecutar los siguientes comandos: 
 

 > start c:/server/jre-1.6…./bin/rmiregistry 
 
Si estamos usando Linux, el comando a ejecutar es: 
 

> /server/jre-1.6…./bin/rmiregistry & 
 

 Luego, para lanzar el servidor, si se utiliza Windows: 
 

> c:/server/jre-1.6…/bin/java -cp c:/;c:/server/jdex.jar  
-Djava.rmi.server.codebase=file:c:/ 
-Djava.security.policy=server/java.policy.applet server.DBMImpl 
(todo en una línea) 

 
Si se está utilizando Linux como sistema operativo del servidor, el comando a 

utilizar es:  
 

> /server/jre-1.6…/bin/java -cp /server/:/server/jdex.jar  
-Djava.rmi.server.codebase=file:///server/  
-Djava.security.policy=/server/java.policy.applet DBMImpl 
(todo en una línea, opcionalmente con “&” al final) 

 
Si éste se ha ejecutado correctamente, nos debería mostrar el siguiente mensaje: 

“Server Ready”. Si hay un error, o se quiere seguir las operaciones realizadas por el 
gestor de base de datos, puede abrir los logs que se encuentran en la carpeta “logs”. 

 
 

Subir archivos por SFTP 
 
En primer lugar, ejecutamos el programa WinSCP. Para conectarnos al servidor, 

utilizaremos los mismos datos que para SSH, los cuales nos lo tienen que dar el 
administrador del servidor al que nos conectamos. El nombre del servidor debería de 
empezar por “ftp.servidor.com”. 

 



 

Interfaz de WinSCP 

 
Una vez conectados, nos aparecerá, en el panel izquierdo, la estructura de 

carpetas que hay en el servidor. A la derecha, se muestran los archivos que hay en la 
carpeta en la que hemos hecho clic en el panel izquierdo.  

 
Para subir archivos desde nuestro ordenador al servidor, simplemente 

arrastramos los ficheros, desde nuestro ordenador a la carpeta apropiada en el 
programa. 

 
También podemos descargar archivos del servidor (por si queremos consultar 

logs, por ejemplo). Para ello, arrastramos los archivos que queremos, desde el panel 
derecho del programa, al escritorio de nuestro ordenador. 

 


